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INTRODUCTION
There is a correlation between textbooks and pupils' learning outcomes (Schmidt et al., 2001; Törnroos, 2005). That
is because textbooks act as a mediator between the official curriculum and the curriculum as implemented ( Valverde,
Bianchi, et al., 2002). They frame teachers' instructional decisions by identifying the topics teachers should teach,
the order in which they should teach them, how teachers should teach team, and the amount of instructional time they
should allocate to each topic (Krammer 1985, Schmidt et al. 2001, Törnroos 2005). Because textbooks heavily influence
teachers' decision-making, they heavily influence what mathematics pupils learn.
The Bala Wande initiative recognizes the pivotal role teaching and learning materials play in teachers' instructional
decision-making and pupils' learning. As stated in the introduction to the Bala Wande Teacher Guide (p. 3), its mission
is to "…ensure that all learners in South Africa get an effective grounding in mathematics in the early grades". To that
end, the programme has developed a Primary 1 (GR1) Learner Activity Book (L AB) and an accompanying Teacher Guide
( TG) aligned with the South African Curriculum and Assessment Policy Statements (CAPS) as well as posters, boxes of
teacher and learner manipulatives, and a bilingual dictionary. It has also developed a series of videos of master teachers
carrying out and discussing the activities in TG and L AB. Developers field-tested terms one and two of the TG and the
L AB during the 2020-2021 school year, before COVID-related school closures. The closures limited the field testing of
terms three and four materials.
This report summarizes the findings of a desk review carried out on the GR1 TG. It focuses on three complementary
aspects:
§ The mathematics content of the materials, i.e., what teachers are to teach in Gr 1, the amount of instructional
they are to spend on each topic, the sequencing and scaffolding of learning throughout the programme, and alignment
between BW and the CAPS document.
§ The learning design used, precisely the coherence between teacher and learner materials, the extent to which
manipulatives or other mathematics models are used and used in a way that supports or enhances learning, and the
degree of alignment with the instructional principles outlined in the CAPS document.
§ The professional supports included in the TG.
The findings will inform the finalisation of the GR1 materials and the design of instructional materials for subsequent
grade levels.
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CHAPTER 1: NATURE OF BALA WANDE GR1 MATHEMATICS MATERIALS
The Bala Wande (BW ) GR1 mathematics programme includes seven different types of materials:

1.1 A TEACHER GUIDE (TG)
BW produces a TG for each of the four terms of the school year. For each day of the school year, the guide outlines the
specific mental mathematics and whole class learning outcomes teachers are to target, proposes activities to ensure
pupils meet them, and provides guidance on carrying them out. The goal for Grade one is to help pupils “develop their
mathematical understanding and begin to calculate with confidence” (p. 3, TG).
The introduction to the TG provides teachers with the following information:
§ A description of the various materials provided to support the BW programme.
§ A discussion of the programme’s compliance with CAPS.
§ A discussion of the languages that should be used in the mathematics classroom and why.
§ An explanation of how to use the weekly overview pages and daily lesson plans and the specific components of
those plans (class register, mental mathematics activities (MMAs), and whole class activities ( WCL As)
§ A reminder that the TG integrates the corresponding LAB pages (worksheets, games) for each lesson
§ A description of the standard lesson-plan structure for day one to four each week in terms one to four and the
time allocated for each activity
§ A description of the three different lesson plan structures for day-five lessons each term:
• In weeks one, nine, and ten, the lesson is devoted to completing the consolidation worksheets in the L AB.
• In weeks two to eight, pupils complete a written assessment worksheet in the L AB on day five that teachers mark
and record the results in the term assessment mark sheet.
• In weeks four and seven, in addition to having pupils complete the written assessment worksheet in the L AB on day
five, teachers are expected to use an observation rubric provided to assess pupil’s progress, individually, throughout
the week, as they work through assigned tasks.
§ An explanation of how to interpret the worksheets and games the LAB, for example, what the burgundy tag or
the grey background indicate.
§ A weekly timetable outlining where mathematic falls in the daily schedule, the instructional time allocated to each
subject, and the amount of mathematics instructional time allocated each day, to MMAs, WCL As and follow-up
activities, and in the case of day five (Friday), to consolidation and assessment activities.
§ A term chart indicating daily the topics covered and the different mathematical domains addressed
§ A term assessment mark sheet to track pupils’ marks on each of the assessment tasks. The sheet encourages
teachers to calculate a mark for each of the mathematical domains addressed during the term (number, shape and
space, patterns, etc.) and an overall mark generated by adding the domain-specific ones.
The remainder of the guide is broken up into weekly plans, each of which follows the same format:
§ An initial page to help teachers get an overview of the week and the targeted learning outcomes. The page
outlines the mental mathematics activities for the week, the topic of four whole class learning activities for days one to
four, and the manipulatives and other materials required to implement them. The overview page also lists observation
indicators teachers should use to monitor pupils’ progress throughout the week. Finally, it indicates the nature of the
day five assessment/consolidation activities, for example, whether day five proposes a written summative assessment
task, in the form of a L AB worksheet teachers can score, and if so, the total possible score for the task.
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§ A follow-up concept page that provides more detail on the learning activities outlined for the week. One
section outlines the daily mental mathematics skills targeted for the week and how they progress over time. The
section also identifies the game(s) that develops these skills and references videos where teachers can see these
games played in actual classrooms.
§ A concept development section that describes the mathematics concept targeted in the whole class teaching
activities, the vocabulary teachers should use, and the specific mathematics-related behaviours they should look out
for as pupils progress toward the targeted concepts. The section also explains how pupils’ thinking evolves as they
deepen their understanding of a concept. Finally, it references the videos where teachers can view master teachers
implementing and discussing the targeted whole class activities. All video clips are labeled with a title and a number,
for example, “How to use the BW ten frame class register 1.4”.
§ Pages that outline the five lessons for the week. Lessons one to four are 90-minutes long and as mentioned
previously, all follow a similar pattern:
• An introductory calendar activity (5 minutes) where teachers review the day, date, and month. Each pupil also
marks his/her attendance by placing a circle in an attendance poster made up of tens frames. Once all pupils have
marked their attendance, the teacher and pupils count the pupils present.
An introductory MMA (10 minutes) – This is a
teacher-led activity keyed to the concepts targeted
for the week. The same activity, with or without
variations, is repeated in days one to four
The guide uses photos and teacher and pupil speech
balloons to explain how to carry out the MMAs.
As the programme experts teachers to consult the
accompanying videos to find out how to conduct
MMAS, the images and speech balloons serve merely
as “photographic reminders” for teachers (p. 15, TG).
A short narrative sometimes follows the photos.
The photos and supporting narrative only appear on
the first or the first two lessons of the week. After
that, the MMA section directs teachers to repeat the
MMA used in the previous lessons.
All of the activities are stand-alone, meaning that teachers
can implement them without referencing the LAB.
A WCLA (75 minutes, including follow-up activities) – This is another teacher-led activity keyed to the lesson’s
learning outcome. As is the case with the MMA, teachers are to consult the videos to understand how to implement
the WCL A. The TG includes classroom photos of teachers and pupils carrying out the targeted activities to remind
teachers of the steps involved (p. 17). A short, concise narrative that provides further guidance or instructions
follows the photos.
Most of the whole class activities do not use the L AB.
Two to three WCLA follow-up activities where pupils apply or reinforce their understanding of the concept
explored in the WCL A. The follow-up activities are either games that pupils play in pairs or in a triad or worksheets
pupils complete individually.
The L AB compiles all of the games and worksheets. The corresponding L AB pages for each lesson are reproduced,
full size, in the TG. There are no additional instructions or guidance notes provided to teachers on how to carry out
these activities, except for an indication on page five of the TG that pupils complete the worksheets individually.
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Day five is a shorter, 60-minute consolidation or assessment lesson based on worksheets in the L AB. In weeks four
and seven, pupils complete assessment worksheets individually that teachers mark to measure their pupils’ progress
concerning learning outcomes targeted during the week. The day-five lesson in the TG contains reproductions of the
assessment and consolidation worksheets in the L AB. There are not additional guidance notes for day five, apart
from the lesson plan flow chart (see below).
Lesson plan flow chart - Each lesson in the TG has a lesson plan flow chart at the top of one or more pages outlining
the sequence of learning activities: MMA, WCL A, games, worksheets. The bold (see Figure 1 below) indicates the current
activity. I • WE
USUKU 2 • DAY 2

8

IVE

K

EK

The flow chart allows Ukulinganisela
teachers to see, at a glance,
the structure
of the lesson, where they are in the learning-teaching
ivolyum
nekhaphasithi
process, and the remaining
activities.
Figure
1:
Example
of
lesson
plan flow chart
Measuring volume and capacity
IZIBALO ZENTLOKO

UMSEBENZI WEKLASI YONKE

IPHEPHA LOKUSEBENZELA

IPHEPHA LOKUSEBENZELA

MENTAL MATHS

WHOLE CLASS ACTIVITY

WORKSHEET

WORKSHEET

1 Zoba into ezeleyo.

2 Zoba into engenanto.

How teachers are to use the TG - The programme expects teachers, each week to:

something
full. to plan their instruction
§ readDraw
the overview
pages that
for theisweek

Draw something that is empty.

§ read the pages corresponding to each of the lessons
§ watch the video clips on how to implement the different activities, complete with insights and advice provided by
master teachers
§ make notes, after each lesson, on what went well and what to do differently next time

3 Bhala izele okanye ayinanto ngentla kwemifanekiso.

§ prepare the assessment tasks for weeks two to eight. Some of these tasks involved marking the assessment worksheet
for the
weekfull
andorrecording
pupil’s
in the term summary table. Others are oral or observation tasks, where
Write
empty each
above
the score
pictures.
teachers observe each pupil as they complete a task and note their progress concerning clearly defined observation
indicators.

lisehafini/half full

1.2 A LEARNER ACTIVITY BOOK (LAB)
Each term, aligned to the activities in the TG, there is a L AB with activities for learners to work on independent or
otherwise.
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umbala
amanzi
afikelelaVOCABULARY
kuphawu
1.3 A Faka
BILINGUAL
DICTIONARY
OF MATHEMATICAL

olusebhakethini.
Biyela ngesangqa ibhakethi elinawona manzi maninzi.
There is a bilingual dictionary of mathematical vocabulary. The dictionary includes definitions, explanations and examples
Draw
water
up to the
marker
in each
bucket.
Circle the bucket with most water.
(numeric
and/or
diagrammatic)
of the
concepts
and terms
presented.

1.4 A COLLECTION OF VIDEO CLIPS
The video clips provide footage for each lesson of master teachers conducting the MMA and the WCL A and discussing
the activities. There are additional videos of a more general nature, for example one on the manipulatives in the Teacher
and learner kits.

5 Faka umbala amanzi afikelela kuphawu olusebhakethini.
Biyela ngesangqa ibhakethi elinawona manzi mancinci.

1.5 CLASSROOM POSTERS

Draw water up to the marker in each bucket. Circle the bucket with the least water.
These include a calendar, a days of the week poster, a hundred square/chart, a number line, a number track, a tens frame
daily attendance register, and posters required for the whole class learning activities.

6 Faka umbala amanzi alinganayo kwibhakethi ngalinye.
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1.6 BOXES OF MANIPULATIVES FOR LEARNERS
Learner manipulatives are provided in boxes (ratio of 1 box per six leaners) containing the following:
Table 1: Items in each box of manipulatives, Learners
Item

No.

Item

No.

Plastic cups

6

Set of 20 counters

6

Bead strings

6

Pack of number cards, 0-20

6

Multi-fix blocks

100

Pack of dot cards, 0 - 10

6

Dice (half with dots, half with numbers)

12

Pack of number name cards (IsiXhosa), 0 - 20

6

Plastic tens frame

6

Pack of number name cards (English), 0 - 20

6

The cards, the tens frame, and the bead strings are all learner size. The plastic box comes with plastic bags for storing the
manipulatives when they are not in use.

1.7 BOX OF MANIPULATIVES FOR TEACHERS
Teacher manipulatives are provided in boxes containing the following:
Table 2: Items in each box of manipulatives, Teachers
Item

No.

Item

No.

Plastic cup

1

Set of 20 magnetic counters

6

Bead strings

1

Pack of number cards, 0-20

6

Pack of dot cards, 0 - 10

6

Multi-fix blocks

100

Box of two-dimension attribute blocks

4

Pack of number name cards (IsiXhosa), 0 - 20

6

Magnetic tens frame

2

Pack of number name cards (English), 0 - 20

6

The teachers’ cards, the tens frame, the magnetic counters the attribute blocks and the bead strings are all demonstration size.

1.8 BILINGUAL NATURE OF THE MATERIALS
The BW TG and L AB are bilingual (IsiXhosa and English). Every statement in the L AB appears first in IsiXhosa, in a
relatively large font. The English translation follows, in smaller font size. The same font style is used in both languages.
The BW TG and L AB are bilingual (IsiXhosa and English). Every statement in the L AB appears first in IsiXhosa, in a
relatively large font. The English translation follows, in smaller font size. The same font style is used in both languages.
The TG uses two different bilingual formats. In the introductory pages of the TG and the weekly overview pages, each
page is presented initially in IsiXhosa. An English translation follows each of the pages. Both the IsiXhosa and English
pages use the same font and font size.
The TG pages that outline the MMA and the WCL A, and the pages in the L AB, use an integrated format. Each sentence
or paragraph is presented first in isiXhosa, in bold, then immediately after in English, without bold. Both languages use
the same font and font size. The exception is the lesson plan flow chart, where English uses a significantly smaller font
size than isiXhosa.
The bilingual nature of the materials, and the inclusion of a bilingual dictionary of mathematical terms, reflects a desire to
have teachers alternate naturally and effortlessly between the two languages in the mathematics class. According to the
TG, code-switching or translanguaging, i.e., alternating between two languages, is common in South African classrooms.
It is also an evidence-based practice that correlates with improved understanding (p. 11), potentially because it allows
teachers and learners to draw on all their language skills when discussing or thinking about mathematics. The CAPS
endorses the use of more than one language in the mathematics classroom.
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CHAPTER 2: METHODOLOGY - TG
The reviewer began by doing an initial read of the TG, noting observations and potential foci for analysis based on the
terms of reference. The findings generated a coding system for the MMA and WCL A sections of the TG would provide an
analysis of three key elements: the mathematics content addressed (Chapter 2), the learning design used (Chapter 3),
and the nature of the professional supports provided to teachers. (Chapter 4). The coding system is summarized in Tables
A1 to A9 in Annex A.
We then proceeded to code and analyse the activities. The following section describes the methodology for the coding
and subsequent analysis.

2.1 UNIT OF ANALYSIS
We used the MMAs and WCL As as the unit of analysis for coding. This allowed us to code activities for nine weeks of
term one, ten weeks of terms two and three, and the first eight weeks of term four, for a total of 148 MMAs and a similar
number of WCL As.
We used the MMAs and WCL As as the unit of analysis for coding, generating data for nine weeks of term one, ten weeks
of terms two and three, and the first eight weeks of term four, for a total of 148 MMAs and a similar number of WCL As.
Supporting video segments were not coded. Thus, the findings provide BW programme designers with an indication of
whether the TG can be used independently of the video segments. This is an essential consideration for large-scale
rollouts where teachers may either not have the technology required to access or view videos or be motivated to consult
them regularly.

2.2 ELEMENTS CODED
Codings focused on the following:
2.2.1 MATHEMATICAL DOMAINS ADDRESSED
We coded each activity according to the mathematics content domains and subdomains outlined in CAPS (see Tables
A1 and A2 in Annex). When a single learning activity addressed more than one subdimension, we indicated every
subdimension addressed. The total number of codings for this element can thus surpass the number of activities coded.
2.2.2 COGNITIVE COMPLEXITY OF LEARNING ACTIVITIES
We also coded each activity according to its cognitive complexity, using dimensions and subdimensions of mathematical
proficiency from the 2003 Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study ( TIMSS) assessment framework (see
table below and Table A2 in the Annex). As the cognitive complexity of a learning activity depends upon the prior
knowledge learners bring to it, we examined each activity to determine whether learners had sufficient prior knowledge
to engage in it meaningfully, based on previous learning experiences.
As was the case with mathematical domains, we coded every dimension or subdimension present in the MMAs or WCL As.
The total number of codings thus surpasses the total number of activities coded.
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Table 3: The five dimensions of mathematics learning (TIMSS 2003)
Dimension

Definition – Activities designed to….

Knowing

Transmit information to learners

Conceptual understanding

Develop learners’ conceptual understanding of mathematical concepts, operations, and relations. Included in this coding
are mathematical investigations or problems designed to develop new understandings or have pupils use mathematical
models (manipulatives, diagrams) to represent their understanding

Procedural fluency

Help learners carry out procedures flexibly, accurately, efficiently, and appropriately. Included in this coding are exercises
and routine problem-solving situation

Strategic competencies

Help learners identify and use appropriate strategies and devise their own strategies to solve mathematical problems.

Reasoning

Have learners justify, explain and reflect on their mathematical thinking, develop mathematical arguments, or make
inferences based on mathematical knowledge

2.2.3 SCAFFOLDING OF LEARNING
We coded each activity according to two criteria: whether learners have the prior knowledge necessary to engage
meaningfully in the learning activity and whether the activity reinforces or extends learning from previous lessons. As
was the case with the content analysis, we examined each activity from the perspective of the prior knowledge learners
would bring to it, based on previous lessons. We supplemented the codings with annotations describing gaps identified.
Table A3 in the Annex summarizes the codings used.
2.2.4 USE OF MATHEMATICAL MODELS AND MANIPULATIVES
We focused on the following elements:
§ The presence of mathematical models or manipulatives
§ Who used them: teacher, pupils or both
§ Whether teachers or pupils used the models or manipulatives accurately
§ Whether the use of manipulatives or models was rooted in a real-life situation/problem
§ Whether their use would assist pupils in achieving the targeted learning outcome based on our personal, professional
judgement. (See Table A4 in Annex for codings.)
2.2.5 ROLES OF TEACHERS AND PUPILS IN THE LEARNING PROCESS
The BW TG does not use traditional text-based scripted lessons. In its place, it uses videos of master teachers modeling
the MMAs and WCL As and photos in the TG of teachers and pupils engaged in these same activities. The images and
accompanying speech balloons serve as visual reminders of how to carry out the activities. Short narrative-based
guidance notes or explanations accompany the visuals.
To analyse the respective role of teachers and pupils in the learning process, we coded the teacher speech balloons in
the photographs according to whether teachers were:
§ “Telling” pupils how to solve a problem or use a mathematical tool or explaining a mathematical concept or strategy.
§ Asking open-ended questions, i.e., questions with more than one answer and a non-readily-identifiable strategy for
solving it. Included in this category are closed questions with clearly defined, but multiple answers, e.g., “How many
addition and subtraction statements can you come up with that have the answer 8?’.
§ Asking closed questions, i.e., questions with only one answer and a readily identifiable strategy to arrive at the answer.
§ Asking learners to explain their thinking or the strategies they used to find their solution.
Finally, we also coded the text-based narratives that accompany the MMA and WCL A photos according to the nature of
the guidance provided. Table A5 in the Annex summarizes the codings used.
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2.2.6 GROUPINGS FOR LEARNING
We coded WCL A activities according to whether they called for a whole class grouping or small groups, pairs, triads, or
individual learning. Table A6 in the Annex summarizes the codings used.
2.2.7 EFFECTIVENESS OF LEARNING ACTIVITIES
We coded each activity according to whether it was likely to result in the designed learning outcome, based on the nature
of activities proposed and pupils’ prior knowledge. The codings reflect our personal, professional judgments. They range
from “yes, learners should have ample opportunity to learn concept” to “partially – some elements are clear, others not
or unsure if pupils will have sufficient time and opportunity to assimilate new concepts” to “no.” In cases where we coded
activities as unlikely to meet the targeted learning outcomes, we added qualitative annotations explaining the basis for
that assessment. Table A7 in the Annex summarizes the codings used.
2.2.8 ANALYSIS OF PROFESSIONAL SUPPORTS PROVIDED TO TEACHERS
This analysis focused primarily on the following elements:
Nature of the guidance provided – We coded the guidance in the weekly overview page and concept development
pages according to whether it focused on:
§ Assessment or planning information
§ Content knowledge, defined as information about mathematics concepts
§ Pedagogical knowledge, defined as information on how to organise learning that is not specific to mathematics, or
§ Pedagogical content knowledge, defined as information related to how to teach mathematics concepts effectively.
Table A8 in the Annex summarizes the coding used.
Effectiveness of design elements used to support teachers - We coded the visual and the narrative-based descriptions
of MMA and the WCL As according to their clarity. Table A9 in the Annex reviews the codings used.
Analysis of codings - We entered the codings into EXCEL, cleaned the data, and conducted frequency analyses, by
activity (MMA or WCL A) to determine the relative weighting of the different codings by term and overall. Where possible,
we compared the BW weightings with recommendations in CAPS for grade one (GR1) to determine the degree of alignment
between the two.
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CHAPTER 3: MATHEMATICS CONTENT ANALYSIS

3.1 WHOLE CLASS LEARNING ACTIVITIES (WCLA)
3.1.1 CURRICULAR DOMAINS AND SUBDOMAINS ADDRESSED
One of the initial investigation questions was whether the BW program's content aligns with the CAPS recommendations.
To that end, we coded each WCL A activity in the TG according to the curricular domain addressed. In cases where a
learning activity covered more than one domain, we coded the most prominent one addressed. As the follow-up worksheets
and games in the L AB reinforce the learning outcomes targeted in the WCL A, the WCL A results indicate the allocation of
instructional time in the BW programme. The table below compares the BW weightings to the recommendations in CAPS
summarized in Table 2.2 (p. 10) of the CAPS document.
Table 4: Comparison, Percentage of teaching time devoted to different curricular domains, CAPS and BW (See endnote 1)
Curricular domains
Programmes

Number, Operations,
Relationships

Shape and Space

Patterns, Algebra

Measurement

Data handling

CAPS

65%

11%

10%

9%

5%

BW WCL A

74%

7%

6%

10%

3%

Terms 1, 2 and 3 provide 10 weeks of planned lessons and other support while Term 4 provides for 8 weeks.

Both the CAPS and the BW programme place a heavy emphasis on Numbers, Operations, and Relationships. The CAPS
justifies this weighting by stressing the importance of learners developing a secure number sense and operational fluency
so they become competent and confident with numbers and calculations by the end of primary three (CAPS, p. 10).
However, the BW program allocates more instructional time than recommended in the CAPS (74% of lessons versus 65%
in the CAPS).
The allocation of instruction time for Measurement and Data Handling generally aligns with the recommendations in the
CAPS. That is not the case for Shape and Space and Patterns and Algebra: the BW programme allocates less time than
recommended in the CAPS. Although the CAPS specifies that teachers may slightly change the relative weighting of
domains, some of the differences appear to go beyond a “slight” difference in weighting.
Sequencing and pacing of topics across terms – The CAPS includes recommendations on the number of lessons per
term, domain, and topic for GR1 (p.38). This information indicates to teachers the sequence and direction of learning
over time (Berelson, 1952). The table below compares the CAPS recommendations with the distribution of lessons in the
BW programme.
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Table 5: Comparative analysis of WCLA by curricular domains and topic, CAPS recommendations (p. 38) and BW
programme
Term 1
Domain
Number, Number Operations
and Relationships
Patterns

Shape and Space

Measurement

Data Handling

TOTAL

Term 2

Term 3

Term 4

TOTAL

Topic*

CAPS

BW

CAPS

BW

CAPS

BW

CAPS

BW

CAPS

BW

All

22

34

30

22

28

33

25

21

105

110

Number patterns

3

0

3

2

3

3

3

2

12

7

Geometric patters

1

0

1

2

1

0

1

0

4

2

2D

0

0

3

0

0

0

3

0

6

0

3D

3

0

0

6

2

0

1

0

6

6

Position, orientation, and
views

2

2

0

0

0

0

1

0

3

2

Symmetry

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

2

2

2

Time

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

2

2

Length

2

0

0

4

2

0

0

0

4

4

Mass

2

0

0

0

0

4

2

0

4

4

Capacity

1

0

2

4

0

0

1

0

4

4

Money

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

Collecting, sorting,
representing, and analysing
objects

2

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

Whole data cycle

0

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

3

0

Sections of data cycle

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

4

2

4

40

36

40

40

40

40

40

32

160

148

The coding of topics for the BW lessons is taken from the weekly lesson overview page.

Similarities - The bulk of learning time each term, in both BW and the CAPS, is allocated to Number, Operations, and
Relationships. This weighting reflects the CAPS assertion that “number is the most important topic in Foundational Phase
Mathematics. Most of the time each week, term and year is focused on Number, Operations and Relationships” (p. 37).
Differences - There are significant variations in each term between the relative weighting of Number, Operations,
and Relationships in the BW programme and the CAPS. In term one, for example, the CAPS allocates 22 lessons to
this domain, compared with 34 in the BW programme. In term two, however, the reverse situation appears. The CAPS
recommends that 30 of the 40 lessons be devoted to this domain: BW only has 22 lessons.
The BW programme also diverges from the CAPS recommendations regarding the number of domains addressed each
term. Whereas the CAPS allocates instructional time each term to all five domains, the BW does not. In term one, it limits
instruction to two, Number, Operations, and Relationships and Shape and Space. Term two addresses four of the five
domains, whereas term three covers three. In the last term, the programme addresses four of the five domains.
Food for thought - The term-based differences are not necessarily a cause for concern. The CAPS document states it
is not necessary to teach all the topics for a domain in the term indicated. The CAPS also points out that teachers do not
have to teach topics in the sequence proposed. However, there is an expectation that programmes will address all the
specified topics by the end of the school year (p. 36).
That appears to be the case with Mathematics. Although the BW and the CAPS weightings for that domain differ each
term, by the end of GR1, BW pupils will have had 15 measurement lessons, compared with the 14 recommended in the
CAPS. However, the differences in the three other domains are more pronounced: The CAPS suggests 16 lessons on
Patterns and Algebra versus the nine in the BW programme. Similar discrepancies appear in Shape and Space (17 in the
CAPS versus 10 in BW ) and Data handling (eight in the CAPS versus four in BW ).
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Integrated learning - It is worth noting that the above analysis reflects the primary domain addressed in BW learning
activities. It does not include any secondary domains addressed, for example, in integrated lessons that focus primarily
on one domain but integrate learning outcomes related to another. For example, pupils are introduced to two-dimensional
geometric shapes in week six of term one as part of a counting lesson, where they count the number of circles, triangles,
and rectangles shapes in a collection. They reencounter them in term four, as part of data-handling lessons, when they
name, sort, and classify a collection of shapes before graphing it using a pictograph.
Using an integrated approach has pedagogical advantages. It can result in more meaningful learning by allowing learners
to make connections across mathematical domains or topics. It can also save valuable teaching time by addressing
two concepts or topics at the same time. However, if the progression of learning for each concept/topic is not carefully
controlled and sequenced, learning can be compromised. In the case of the counting activity described above, pupils
had yet explored two-dimensional shapes or their attributes and had not learned their names. They have had no prior
experience sorting and classifying objects by attributes. For the lesson to achieve its stated learning outcome, namely
counting objects, teachers have to inform learners of the two-dimensional shapes' names and describe their attributes.
For example, teachers must instruct learners to identify all the triangles (figures with three sides) and then count those
with a specific attribute (yellow, blue, large, small...). The rich learning that comes from sorting and classifying shapes
to uncover their attributes or the similarities and differences between two-dimensional shapes is compromised to focus
on counting.
The same comment applies to patterns. In term two, week three, learners are asked to analyse complex addition patterns
before being introduced to the notion of repeating patterns, a concept introduced seven weeks later, or of increasing
number patterns, introduced in term four. Sections 3.1.2 and 3.2.2 below discuss other examples of anomalies in learning
progressions.
Food for thought - If the BW programme is committed to using an integrated approach to foster the development of
strong connections across mathematical domains or topics, it would be worthwhile to examine each WCL A where the
approach is used to examine whether it enhances or compromises learning.
Analysis by subdomains – We were interested in examining the relative weighting of various topics in the BW programme.
To that end, we undertook a secondary coding of the WCL As by subdomain, coding all the subdomains present in each
WCL A. The results for the four terms are summarized in the table below.
Table 6: Frequency analysis of WCLAs, by subdomain, by percentage and number (N)
Domain

Number concept development

Problem-solving in context

Context-free calculations

Subdomain

% (N)

1.1 Count objects

6%

1.2 Count forward and backwards(including skip counting)

2%

1.3 Recognize, Identify, and read number symbols and names

8%

1.4 Describe, compare, and order numbers (including cardinal, ordinal numbers

12%

1.5 Place value

1%

1.6 Problem-solving techniques

4%

1.7 Addition and subtraction in problem-solving context

13%

1.8 Repeated addition leading to multiplication

0%

1.9 Grouping and sharing leading to division in problem-solving context

2%

1.10 Sharing leading to fractions

6%

1.11 Money

1%

1.12 Strategies or methods for calculating

10%

1.13 Context-free addition and subtraction

13%

1.14 Repeated addition leading to multiplication

2%

1.15 Sharing leading to division

2%

1.16 Mental mathematics

3%
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Patterns, functions and algebra

Shape and space

Measurement

Data handling

2.1 Geometric patterns

1%

2.2 Number patterns

3%

3.1 Positions, orientations and views

2%

3.2 2-D objects

2%

3.3 3-D objects

0%

4.1 Time

1%

4.2 Length

1%

4.3 Mass

2%

4.4 Capacity

1%

5.1 Collect and sort objects

1%

5.3 Discuss and report on sorted objects

2%

The most common subdomains addressed were, not surprisingly, in Number, Operations, and Relationships, specifically:
§ Adding and subtracting in problem-solving contexts (13% of all codings)
§ Context-free addition and subtraction (13% of all codings)
§ Describing, comparing, and ordering numbers (12% of all codings)
§ Strategies or methods for calculating (10% of all codings).
Positive tendencies – An analysis of the above table reveals some positive tendencies. The first is that the WCL As give
equal weighting to adding and subtracting in problem-solving contexts and context-free situations. The concepts are
generally introduced initially in the context of a real-life problem related to everyday life experiences (obtaining or giving
away sweets, etc.). This gives meaning to the concepts of addition and subtraction. Only after learners have explored the
concepts in the context of real-life problem-solving situations do they move on to context-free additions and subtractions.
Another positive tendency is the significant amount of instructional time dedicated to exploring strategies or methods for
calculating (10% of all codings). The BW programme places considerable emphasis on having pupils develop, describe
and apply strategies for adding and subtracting.
A third positive tendency is the considerable amount of instructional time devoted to having learners describe, compare
and order numbers (12% of all codings), a higher-level cognitive skill, as opposed to recognizing, reading, and identifying
number names and symbols (7% of all codings). The cognitive complexity of the WCL As is one of the primary strengths
of the BW programme (see section 3.1.3 below).
Food for thought – One potential area for concern discussed later in this report is the relatively limited amount of
instructional time devoted to counting and skip counting forward and backward, number and geometric patterns, and
data handling. Although attempts to address some of these topics by integrating them into other topics account for some
of the discrepancies observed (see above discussion), overall, these topics are under-represented in the BW programme.
(See endnote 2)
3.1.2 SEQUENCING AND SCAFFOLDING OF LEARNING, WCLA
Although the CAPS document clearly states that it is not necessary to teach topics in the sequence proposed, there
is presumably an expectation that programmes will sequence learning in ways that are logical and justifiable from a
developmental perspective.
To examine and sequencing and scaffolding of learning, we coded each WCL A activity according to two criteria: whether
the learning outcome followed a logical progression of learning, i.e., whether it reinforced or extended learning outcomes
addressed in previous lessons, and whether the activity was likely to lead to the desired learning outcome. To attribute
codings, we examined the activities from the perspective of an average learner, specifically the knowledge and skills she/
he would bring to each activity, based on previous WCL As, and the opportunities provided within the WCL A to achieve
the desired learning outcome.
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The table below summarizes data for the first criteria: whether the learning outcome follows a logical progression of
learning, i.e., whether it reinforces or extended learning outcomes addressed in previous lessons. In interpreting the data,
it is worth considering two points. First, that the WCL As in later terms were not extensively field-tested due to COVID-19
restrictions. Had all WCL As been field-tested to the same degree, some of the anomalies identified in the learning
progressions would no doubt have been identified and corrected. The second is that the assessments reflect our personal,
professional judgments and, as such, are not rooted in a nuanced understanding of the language or mathematics skills
pupils would have developed prior to grade one. Optimally, we would triangle our judgments with field test data and/or
data on pupil learning results for key learning outcomes. In the absence of such data, the observations below should be
viewed as potential points of reflection for BW materials developers as opposed to absolute findings.
That said, we found that the majority of WCL As (78%) follow a logical learning progression each builds on or extends
learning outcomes addressed in previous activities.
Table 7: Frequency analysis, extent to which WCLAs follow a logical progression of learning (i.e., does is reinforce or
extends what was taught in previous lesson?), by percentage and number (N)
Terms

Yes, learners can
engage fully, based
on prior knowledge

Logical progression,
but insufficient time
allocated to learning

Somewhat. Some
aspects progress
logically, but not all

No. Not clear that
learning progresses
logically

First time concept
is introduced, so no
progression possible

TOTAL

Percentage

N

Percentage

N

Percentage

N

Percentage

N

Percentage

N

Term 1

83%

30

3%

1

14%

5

0%

0

0%

0

100% (36)

Term 2

65%

26

0%

0

33%

13

3%

1

0%

0

100% (40)

Term 3

81%

34

0%

0

17%

7

3%

1

3%

1

100% (40)

Term 4

84%

27

0%

0

13%

4

3%

1

0%

0

100% (32)

TOTAL

78%

114

1%

1

19%

29

2%

3

1%

1

100% (148)

Another 19% do so, but to a lesser degree. In our view, they either do not build sufficiently on prior understandings or do
not provide a sufficient level of scaffolding to support pupils’ learning development. The WCL As that fall into this category
include the following:
3.1.2.1 TERM 1
§ Counting - In week one, pupils are introduced to counting from one to five by placing circles on illustrations of animals
in a poster and then organizing and counting the number of circles placed.
§ The CAPS specifies that before learners count objects, they need opportunities to practice counting orally: they need
to have an oral list of number names, what we would refer to as rote counting skills. We could not find evidence of this
principle in the BW materials. Pupils do very little rote or oral counting.
§ When learners begin counting, they count illustrations as opposed to objects - Only after pupils have counted
illustrations of animals for a number of lessons do they progress to counting objects, specifically multi-fix blocks. We
were intrigued as to why a less abstract activity – counting objects in the classroom, for example, came after a more
abstract activity for young children – counting illustrations of animals by placing dots on the animals and then counting
the dots.
§ Number symbols - In week one, pupils have very little or no exposure to number symbols for one to five prior to being
asked, on day four of that week, to build towers with the same number of blocks as a number symbol. We were not
confident that the limited exposure to number symbols in previous lessons would allow learners to engage meaningfully
in this activity.
§ Recognizing and reproducing two-dimensional shapes - In week three, day three, pupils demonstrate their
knowledge of number symbols by drawing the stated number of triangles, squares, and circles. Unfortunately, this
lesson comes before pupils explore two-dimensional figures and learn their names and attributes.
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§ Reading number names in words - In week four, day one, pupils are shown cards with number names written out in
words and asked to identify matching dot cards or to place the corresponding number of counters in a ten frame. We
were uncertain as to whether, after three weeks of instruction, grade one pupils would be able to read (decode) words
or even understand the concept of a word.
§ Recognizing two-dimensional shapes and their attributes – As mentioned previously, in week six, days three and
four, pupils are asked to sort illustrations of two-dimensional shapes by placing counters on shapes of a particular
colour (red triangles, or yellow squares, for example) and counting the number of counters placed. The activities
come before the introduction of sorting (term 3) or of two-dimensional shapes. More importantly, the activity requires
learners to sort by two attributes (shape and colour) before they have had preliminary experiences sorting by a single
attribute. It is rather perplexing that the activity is placed at this point in pupils’ learning progressions. If the primary
focus is on counting, it would be preferable to present pupils with counting activities that do not require them to access
the knowledge they do not have.
We wondered if materials developers were attempting to insert examples of integrated learning activities, ones where
pupils solve tasks that require them to draw on concepts from across mathematical domains or subdomains. As mentioned
previously, this is a laudable approach as it allows pupils to build strong connections across domains or subdomains. The
question is whether, at this point in the pupils’ learning progression, pupils have sufficient understanding of shapes and
sorting to benefit from an integrated approach.
3.1.2.2 TERM 2
§ Moving forward and backward on a number track - In week one, pupils are introduced to a number track and to
moving forward and backward on that track a given number of spaces. This is framed as a means of exploring the
concepts of increasing and decreasing.
§ The photos used to explain that activity have teachers placing the number track on the floor, at the front of the
classroom. We question whether this would allow all pupils to see the starting points, the movements made, and the
endpoints, and hence make the desired cognitive connections to adding by counting on or making jumps. Placing the
number track on the board, as is done in previous lessons, might better facilitate learning.
§ The activity focuses on the concepts of increasing and decreasing. Pupils note their starting point on the number track,
the number of jumps made (up or down), and the endpoint on the number track. However, no explicit or formal link is
made to addition or subtraction or to using jumps on a number line as a strategy for adding and subtracting. That link
does not come until week three of term three, when pupils are introduced to the strategy as a method for adding three
numbers. We were perplexed as to why the programme did not explicitly introduce jumping up and down on a number
track as a strategy for adding or subtracting two numbers (strategic competency).
§ We also regret that the activity did not link the movements on the number line to the “counting on” or “counting back”
strategy for adding and subtracting, another strategic competency. However, the absence may be linked to the relative
absence of counting or skip counting from the BW programme.
§ Symbolic representation of subtraction situations and equals - The week one WCL As and some week two
activities introduce pupils to how to represent additions symbolically. Lessons three and four of week one, for example,
begin with a real-world problem that pupils solve using blocks. The teacher then demonstrates how to represent the
corresponding number symbols in the bond frame, writes the statement 4 + 2 = 6 on the board, and says, “We write
4 plus 2 equals six.”
§ The WCL A text that accompanies the photos in the TG states that teachers should “Teach learners how to write a
number sentence. You should also teach them the names and meanings of the signs”. There is no exploration of
the meaning of equality prior to the introduction of the equal sign in the context of writing number statements and
limited discussion of what the equal sign means. As equality is an important concept for grade one pupils, it would be
helpful to provide them with more opportunities to explore the concept before introducing it in the context of number
statements. It would also be helpful to provide teachers with more guidance on how to explain the concept.
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§ Strategy for solving missing addend combine-type addition problems - Week two introduces learners to combinetype addition problems, including those with missing addends. In the latter case, the teacher gives pupils a problem,
represents it in the number bond frame, and then solves the problem for pupils. Although there are positive aspects
in the lesson as outlined (use of real-world problem, representing problem with concrete manipulatives and then in a
number bond frame), there is very little discussion of the strategy used to find the answer, and little or no examples of
pupils sharing the answer they obtained or the strategy they used. The lack of emphasis on strategic competency and
on pupils explaining and justifying their thinking led us to question whether the lesson provides sufficient scaffolding
for pupils and whether they will be able to solve similar type problems in the future.
§ Strategy for solving compare-type problems - Week two also allocates two lessons to compare-type addition
problems (lessons three and four). We were intrigued that pupils were not initially introduced to the strategy of lining
up objects in each group (one-to-one correspondence) to identify who had more and how much more. Although there
is a photo of a pupil with multi-fix blocks aligned in the first lesson, there is no discussion of the strategy per se in the
teacher or pupil speech balloons or in the accompanying narrative. The photos for the follow-up lesson, however, show
the teacher and pupils using the strategy on the blackboard: lines are drawn to match up the objects in each group.
Introducing the strategy explicitly in the first lesson, and having it discussed by teachers and/or pupils, might make
for a more meaningful progression.
§ Symbolic representation of subtraction situations and equals – Week four introduces change and part-whole
type subtractions. The first lesson has pupils solve change-type real-life problems using multi-fix blocks. However, the
follow-up worksheets ask pupils to solve various subtraction statements that use the symbols – and =, even though
the programme does not introduce the symbols until the following WCL A.
As is the case with the addition lesson described above, in the follow-up to the initial subtraction lesson, the teacher
introduces representing a subtraction situation symbolically by saying, “this is how we write a number sentence.”
Guidance notes point out that teachers should teach the names and meanings of the symbols. They also give the
meaning of equals as “makes,” as in “six minus two makes four.” As pointed out previously, the absence of a strong
focus on the notion of equality in previous lessons and the reduction of the meaning of the equal sign to “makes” may
compromise pupils’ understanding of number statements and what the various symbols represent.
§ Change-type subtractions - The first lesson on change-type subtraction has pupils solving problems by watching
the teacher model a problem using multi-fix blocks. Pupils then call out the answer. The text accompanying the photos
asks the teacher to repeat the activity using the same or new subtraction stories but with different numbers. It also
specifies that as learners gain confidence, they will begin to solve problems mentally using number bonds, presumably
by mentally accessing the addition and subtraction relationships within number bonds. However, there is no explicit
indication for teachers on how to scaffold this learning, except a statement directing teachers to ask learners what
they did to subtract and engage them with their answers. The lack of explicit guidance for teachers on how to scaffold
this learning led us to question the extent to which learners would leverage their understanding of number bond
relationships to solve change-type subtraction problems.
§ Pattern analysis - Week four also introduces a somewhat complex WCL A activity where teachers arrange a table of
number bond statements on the blackboard in increasing order. The first column, for example, has increasing number
bonds in the form 1+ n (1 + 1, 1+2, 1 + 3, etc.). The second column has increasing number bonds in the form of 2
+n; the third has number bonds in the form of 3 + n, and so on. Teachers lead pupils through an activity where they
remove from the display number bonds that add up to a given number, for example, 7, arrange them in increasing order
according to the first number in the addition statement, and examine the pattern created on the board. This activity is
repeated several times throughout the BW materials, in different terms, for both addition and subtraction.
The activities are introduced long before the formal study of increasing and decreasing number patterns in term four.
We were thus unsure whether learners would have the prior knowledge necessary to engage in these activities in a
meaningful way, and hence whether, by the end of the WCL A, pupils would have developed any new understandings.
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§ Relationship between addition and subtraction – In Week six, lesson two, pupils explore addition and subtraction
relationships between number bonds (i.e., that if 5 + 2 = 7, then 7 – 5 = 2 and 7 – 2 = 5). This is one of the few
lessons that explicitly focuses on the relationship between addition and subtraction, although there are references
throughout the TG that “addition undoes subtraction” and “subtraction undoes addition.” We wondered why the
programme devotes so few WCL As to such an important relationship, given the strong focus in the BW materials on
number bonds. It may be that the BW materials rely significantly more on the “frame” representation of number bonds
than the “cherry diagram” representation, which can be visually enhanced (see below) to summarize the relationships.
Figure 1: Number bond - Frame representation

Figure 2: Number bond - Cherry representation
5

5
2

3

5

+

5

§ Sorting three-dimensional figures - Lesson one of week ten introduces pupils to three dimensions shapes by having
them sort a wide variety of three-dimensional everyday objects, for example, balls, cylindrical containers, tubs, and
boxes. The objects have a multitude of attributes. As an initial sorting activity, the presence of a multitude of attributes
can make an activity too complicated conceptually for young learners.
Sorting activities are generally carefully sequenced. Learners begin by sorting objects that differ by one attribute
before moving on to two, so they develop basic sorting and classifying skills, including an understanding of the concept
of an attribute. For example, pupils begin by sorting a collection of spheres, prisms, cylinders, and boxes that only
differ by one attribute, their shape. Such activities allow learners to focus on the similarities and differences between
shapes. Eventually, learners can sort a collection of shapes that differ by additional attributes, for example, size or
colour.
§ Repeating geometric patterns – In week 10, lesson three, pupils examine repeating patterns for the first time.
Teachers place a repeating pattern on the board and ask pupils what object comes next. However, the programme does
not point out that the greater the number of reading elements in a pattern, the more difficult the pattern is for young
learners. For example, a triangle, rectangle, triangle, rectangle pattern is easier for young learners than a triangle,
rectangle, rectangle, triangle, rectangle, rectangle pattern. The programme also does instruct teachers to scaffold
pupils’ learning by gradually increasing the number of repeating elements in the pattern. Also, at no point do pupils
explore repeating number patterns like 1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 2…or even 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2…
In the following lesson, learners build repeating colour patterns using multi-fix blocks and translate those patterns into
other forms (clap and stomp patterns, for example). Again, there is no indication of how to scaffold pupils’ learning
gradually, so they transition from translating simple repeating patterns (for example, blue, red, blue, red, blue, red) to
more complex ones (for example, blue, blue, red, blue, blue, red, blue, blue, red).
3.1.2.3 TERM 3
§ Developing and interpreting pictographs - In week one, the WCL A provides pupils with data on fruit preferences
fruits to have them compare quantities. Pupils represent the data in a pictograph and determine whether people
prefer one fruit more than another. Although to embed number comparisons in a real-life application, such as reading
pictographs, pictographs themselves, including how to construct and read them, are not formally introduced until term
four. As a result, the teacher must either explain the graphic representation (“teaching as telling”) or mechanically
explain to pupils the steps involved in developing a pictograph. Learners do not have sufficient knowledge of data
displays to benefit from integrating comparison and data analysis.
§ Using number tracks to add three numbers - Lesson three of week three has pupils learning to add three numbers
together by jumping forwards on a number track. However, pupils have had limited exposure to adding (or subtracting)
two numbers together by jumping forward and backward on a number track.
§ As mentioned previously, week one of term two has pupils moving forward and backward on a number track to develop
an understanding of increasing and decreasing. There is no formal link between these movements and addition and
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subtraction strategies (see above discussion, Term two). The strategy of jumping forward and backward on a number
line to add and subtract two numbers is not used extensively before being introduced, in term four, as a means of
adding three numbers.
§ Repeated addition – Lessons one and two of week seven introduces pupils to repeated addition by using skip
counting. The CAPS, (p. 129), identifies verbal skip counting as essential for encouraging learners to count and
think in groups, an activity that lays the foundation for number patterns and multiplication. However, the BW program
introduces skip counting in term four, after it introduces repeated addition. As a result, term three learners do not have
the prior knowledge necessary to support repeated addition-type activities.
Alignment of BW and CAPS learning sequences
The CAPS recommends topics like classifying objects, copying and extending simple geometric patterns using physical
objects or drawings (Geometric patterns), counting, extending, and describing simple number sequences, and counting
forward and backward (Number patterns) be introduced early in GR1 to support number concept development. For
example, in term one, the CAPS proposes that pupils count consecutive numbers but clap or say every second number
more loudly to build a foundation for skip counting.
The CAPS recommends that in term two, pupils count forward and backward in twos, fives, and 10s, starting from a
multiple of two, five, or 10 (p. 129).
The BW programme, however, delays the introduction of these concepts until Term four.
3.1.2.4 TERM 4
§ Skip counting to 100 - Lesson four of week one has pupils learning to skip count by twos, fives, and 10s between
two numbers on a hundreds chart. However, it is unclear where pupils learned to count to 100 by 1s or even to read
numbers beyond 20. The lesson assumes knowledge that learners did not develop in previous lessons.
The fact that previous terms did not introduce oral skip counting to 20 by ones and twos calls into question whether
pupils will have the prior knowledge necessary to engage in skip counting beyond 20. It may be worthwhile rethinking
the place of skip counting and increasing number patterns in the BW learning progression.
§ Skip counting to 20 - In lesson four of week two, after pupils have learned skip counted beyond 20, they skip count
by twos and fives from one to twenty, with the support of a number line, beginning at multiples of two or five. They
then examine and describe the skip counting patterns formed.
We found it intriguing that skip counting within 20 comes after pupils skip counted by twos and fives to one hundred.
The usual progression would be to have learners skip count on a number line to twenty when exploring the numbers
to 20 (i.e., in term three). This understanding builds the basis for skip counting beyond twenty. The BW programme
reverses the progression.
§ Repeating geometric patterns and increasing number patterns – In lesson three of week four, learners return to
the repeating sound and shape patterns explored in term two. Learners examine a repeating shape pattern (triangle,
rectangle, rectangle, triangle, rectangle, rectangle) and identify the shapes that would come next.
The teacher then transitions to examining increasing number patterns generated by skip counting. The teacher presents
pupils with an increasing pattern, asks them to identify what comes next, and then describe the pattern they seek.
The accompanying narrative instructs teachers to repeat the above steps with various patterns (using claps, stamps,
numbers, and shapes) and encourages them to discuss what they notice about the way the patterns grow. Although
pupils in previous weeks learned to skip count, which is the basis for recognizing increasing number patterns, blending
repeating and increasing patterns in a single learning activity may be confusing.
Food for thought - The above activities are those that the review felt might not follow a logical sequence of learning
or not provide learners with sufficient scaffolding to attain the targeted learning outcomes. The introduction of minor
changes to the sequencing of activities or the activities themselves would address most of the concerns raised.
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3.1.3 COGNITIVE COMPLEXITY OF WCLA
In addition to the different mathematics domains addressed in the BW programme, we were interested in examining the
level of cognitive complexity of WCL As. To that end, we coded each WCL A by cognitive complexity level, using the five
major dimensions of cognitive complexity outlined TIMSS 2003 assessment framework (see table below).
Table 8: Dimensions of cognitive complexity, TIMSS 2003 Assessment Framework
Dimension of cognitive complexity

1

Definition

Knowing

Activities designed to transmit information to learners.

Conceptual understanding

Activities designed to develop learners’ conceptual understanding mathematical concepts, operations, and
relations, including mathematical investigations or problems designed to develop new understandings or have
pupils use mathematical models (manipulatives, diagrams) to represent their understanding.

Procedural fluency

Activities designed to help learners carrying out procedures flexibly, accurately, efficiently, and appropriately.
Included in this coding are exercises and routine problem-solving situation.

Strategic competencies

Activities designed to help learners identify and use appropriate strategies and devise personal strategies to
solve mathematical problems.

Reasoning

Activities that have learners justify, explain, and reflect on their mathematical thinking, develop mathematical
arguments, or make inferences based on mathematical knowledge.

We coded each activity according to the level of cognitive complexity. As is the case with all coding, we undertook an
initial frequency analysis to determine the relative weighting by each cognitive complexity dimension, by term, and across
the entire program. The results provide a measure of the extent to which BW pupils complete cognitively challenging
tasks (Charalambous et al., 2010), including whether learning focuses on conceptual understanding and communication
of mathematics versus memorization or rote learning (Jitendra, 2005). The table below summarizes the results.
Table 9: Frequency analysis of level of cognitive complexity of WCLAs by percentage and number
Conceptual
Understanding

Knowing
Terms

Procedural fluency

Strategic
competency

Reasoning

TOTAL

Percentage

N

Percentage

N

Percentage

N

Percentage

N

Percentage

N

Term 1

14%

5

86%

31

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

100% (36)

Term 2

5%

2

25%

10

18%

7

10%

4

43%

17

100% (40)

Term 3

18%

7

30%

12

25%

10

18%

7

10%

4

100% (40)

Term 4

16%

5

34%

11

16%

5

0%

0

34%

11

100% (32)

TOTAL

13%

19

43%

64

15%

22

7%

12

22%

32

100% (148)

Positive tendencies - The WCL As emphasize conceptual understanding and mathematical reasoning skills. This tendency
aligns with the assertion in the CAPS that one of the specific aims of the teaching and learning of Mathematics is to ‘…
develop in learners deep conceptual understanding to make sense of mathematics’ (p. 8).
Overall, 43% of WCL As focus on conceptual understanding, such as knowing concepts related to cardinality or ordinality
or place value, classifying objects, shapes, numbers, and expressions by common attributes, or using models to represent
number concepts. Examples of conceptual understanding activities identified in the BW materials include:
§ Using concrete models to compare and order numbers
§ Finding one more or less than a number
§ Sorting and classifying shapes
§ Using multi-fix blocks to explore number bonds, and
§ Generating real-world situations to match addition or subtraction sentences.
The heavy focus on conceptual understanding aligns with the recommendation in the 2018 Mathematics Teaching and
1 All but Knowing are also dimensions of the South Africa Mathematics Teaching and Learning Framework (MTLF-SA)
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Learning Framework for South Africa (MTLF-SA) that programmes place a greater emphasis on conceptual understanding
…” since this is the metaphorical foundation on which all other dimensions build.” The framework further states that
the emphasis on conceptual understanding is a purposeful move to address common teaching and learning practices
characterized by “memorisation of mathematical procedures with little understanding of how they were derived, why they
work and when they are relevant” (p 13).
Almost one out of four WCL As (22%) develops some aspect of reasoning. Examples include:
§ Developing a conjecture or a hypothesis,
§ Analysing relationships
§ Evaluating an idea, strategy, or method
§ Generalizing a rule
§ Solving what for pupils constitute non-routine problems related to addition and subtraction
§ Generating rules to explain addition and subtraction patterns
§ Analysing the impact of non-standard units of different lengths on the number of lengths it takes to measure an object
§ Analysing patterns on a hundreds chart and
§ Identifying missing numbers or objects from repeating or increasing number patterns or repeating geometric patterns.
The WCL A activities focus less on developing procedural fluency (15%), knowing (13%), and strategic competencies
(7%). The relative absence of procedural fluency from WCL As does not mean it is absent from the BW programme. Rather,
the programme develops procedural fluency through MMAs (see below) and the worksheets and games that follow the
WCL As. In the case of strategic competency, the programme introduces strategies for adding and subtracting but does
not always do so explicitly (see comments in the previous section) or make strategic competency the primary focus of
the WCL As.
Generally speaking, the above analysis suggests that the WCL A portion of the BW programme aligns with the vision
outlined in the MLTF-SA (p. 13), namely that mathematics programmes should strive to:
§ Teach mathematics for conceptual understanding to enable comprehension of mathematical concepts, operations,
and relations
§ Teach so that learners develop procedural fluency, which involves skill in carrying out procedures flexibly, accurately,
efficiently, and appropriately
§ Develop learners’ strategic competence – the ability to formulate, represent, and decide on appropriate strategies
to solve mathematical problems
§ Provide multiple and varied opportunities for learners to develop their mathematical reasoning skills – the capacity
for logical thought, reflection, explanation, and justification.
Distribution of cognitive dimensions across the four terms - The distribution of cognitive complexity dimensions
varies greatly by term. Term one activities, where pupils are exploring number concepts, including the relationship
between numbers, and number bonds, is particularly weighted towards conceptual understanding: 85% of WCL A in that
term focus on that dimension. In the following three terms, the percentage drops to between 25% and 34%. At the same
time, the percentage of WCL As that develop reasoning skills increases. When pupils explore measurement and number
and geometric patterns in terms two and four, 43% and 34% respectively of WCL As focus on those skills.
Food for thought - It would be possible to increase the percentage of activities that focus on reasoning or strategic
competencies by introduces minor changes to the guidance that accompanies the WCL As or the photos and accompanying
teacher/pupils speech balloons. (See section 4.2.1 on the role of teachers and learners in the BW programme, based on
an analysis of the photos and speech balloons in the TG).
Subdimensions of conceptual complexity - We also coded WCL As by subdimensions of cognitive complexity, coding
all the subdimensions present in each activity. The table below summarizes the percentage of codings, by subdimension,
for the overall programme (all four terms).
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Table 10: Cognitive complexity of WCLAs (based on TIMSS 2003 Framework)
Dimension

Knowing (K ) - Activities
designed to transmit
information to learners

Conceptual understanding
(CU)– Activities designed
to develop learners’
conceptual understanding
of mathematical concepts,
operations, and relations. 2

Procedural fluency (PF )
– Activities designed to
help learners carrying
out procedures flexibly,
accurately, efficiently, and
appropriately. Included in
this coding are exercises
and routine problem-solving
situation
Strategic competencies (SC)
– Activities designed to help
learners identify and use
appropriate strategies and
devise their own strategies to
solve mathematical problems.

Reasoning (R)– Activities
that have learners justify,
explain, and reflect on their
mathematical thinking;
develop mathematical
arguments, or make
inferences based on
mathematical knowledge

Subdimension

Percentage*

K1 Recall - Definitions, vocabulary, units, number facts, number properties, properties of plane
figures; mathematical conventions

9%

K2 Recognize, identify - Mathematical entities that are equivalent: e.g., equivalent fractions;
equivalencies between fractions and decimals, etc.

5%

K3 Compute - Know procedures for adding, subtracting, multiplying, dividing; estimating measures;
approximating numbers; solving equations; etc.

4%

K4 Use tools - Use measuring instruments, read scales, draw lines, etc.

2%

CU1 Knowing - That length, area are conserved under certain conditions; have an appreciation of
exclusion and inclusion; equally likely, cardinality and ordinality, place value

8%

CU2 Classifying - Objects and shapes, numbers, expressions, and ideas according to common
properties; order number and objects by attributes

10%

CU3 Represent - Numbers using models; display information or data in tables, graphs, tables;
generate equivalent representations for a given entity or relationship

16%

CU4 Formulate - Formulate problems or situations that can be modeled by a given equation or
expression

1%

PF1 - Increase speed with basic facts; develop strategies to solve basic facts

4%

PF2 - Routine problems - Select an efficient strategy or method for solving problems when there is a
known algorithm or method of solution

1%

PF3 - Routine problems: Generate an appropriate model, such as an equation or diagram, for solving
a routine problem

7%

PF5 - Routine problems - Apply knowledge of facts, procedures, and concepts to solve routine
mathematical problems

10%

SC1 - Formulate, represent, and decide on appropriate strategies to solve mathematical problems;
Identify and use appropriate strategies and devise their own strategies to solve mathematical
problems

4%

R1 - Hypothesize, conjecture, predict - Make suitable conjectures while investigating patterns,
discussing ideas, proposing models, examining data sets

3%

R2 - Analyse - Determine and describe or use relationships between variables or objects in
mathematical situations

5%

R3 - Evaluate - Discuss and critically evaluate a mathematical idea, conjecture, problem-solving
strategy, method, proof, etc.

1%

R4 - Generalize - Extend the domain to which the result of mathematical thinking and problemsolving is applicable by restating results in more general and widely-applicable terms

3%

R7 - Solve non-routine problems - Solve problems set in mathematical or real-life contexts that
learners are very unlikely to have encountered before; apply mathematical procedures in unfamiliar
contexts

4%

R8 - Justify or Prove - Provide evidence for the validity of an action or the truth of a statement
by referencing mathematical results or properties; develop mathematical arguments to prove or
disprove statements, given relevant information (e.g., use the number line to show that he sentence
50 + 30 = 80 is true

1%

*Calculated by dividing number of instances of subdimension by total number of subdimensions identified and multiplying by 100%

The subdimensions most present in the BW materials are representing (16%), classifying objects, shapes, and numbers
(10%), applying a known strategy to solve a routine problem (10%), recalling (9%), knowing when events are equally likely,
cardinality, ordinality and place (8%), and generating an appropriate model to solve a routine problem (7%).

2 Included in this coding are mathematical investigations or problems designed to have pupils develop new understandings or use mathematical models (manipulatives,
diagrams) to represent their understanding.
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3.2 MENTAL MATHEMATICS ACTIVITIES (MMA)
Although we expected MMAs to be skewed towards certain domains of mathematics and to cover a narrower range of
cognitive dimensions given the nature of MMAs, we coded them in the same way we did the WCL As. The sections below
summarize the results.
3.2.1 CURRICULAR DOMAINS AND SUBDOMAINS ADDRESSED
The table below summarizes the relative weighting of MMAs, by curricular domain. As one would expect, MMAs place
heavy emphasis on Number, Relationships, and Operations (85% of all MMA activities). One would also expect little or no
emphasis on data handling and shape and space, which is the case.
Table 11: Frequency analysis of MMAs by curricular domain, percentage and number
Curricular domains
Terms

Number, Operations

Patterns, Algebra

Shape and Space

Measurement

Data handling

TOTAL (N)

Percentage

N

Percentage

N

Percentage

N

Percentage

N

Percentage

N

Term 1

78%

28

11%

4

11%

4

0%

0

0%

0

100% (36)

Term 2

95%

38

3%

1

0%

0

3%

1

0%

0

100% (40)

Term 3

90%

36

0%

0

0%

0

10%

4

0%

0

100% (40)

Term 4

75%

24

0%

0

0%

0

25%

8

0%

0

100% (32)

OVER ALL

85%

126

3%

5

3%

4

9%

13

0%

0

100% (148)

We also coded MMA activities by subdomains (see table below). In cases where an MMA activity addressed more than
one subdomain, we coded all subdomains addressed. As a result, the total number of subdomains identified (191) exceeds
the total number of MMAs (148).
Table 12: Frequency analysis of MMAs by subdomain, percentage and number (N)
Domain

Number concept
development

Problem-solving in
context

Context-free
calculations

Subdomain
1.1 Count objects

2% (4)

1.2 Count forwards and backwards

2% (4)

1.3 Recognize, identify, and read number symbols and names

7% (13)

1.4 Describe, compare, and order numbers (including cardinal, ordinal numbers

15% (29)

1.5 Place value

0% (0)

1.6 Problem-solving techniques

0% (0)

1.7 Addition and subtraction in problem-solving context

2% (4)

1.9 Grouping and sharing leading to division in problem-solving context

0% (0)

1.10 Sharing leading to fractions

2% (4)

1.11 Money

0% (0)

1.12 Strategies or methods for calculating

4% (8)

1.13 Context-free addition and subtraction

39% (74)

1.14 Repeated addition leading to multiplication

8% (16)

1.15 Sharing leading to division

0% (0)

1.16 Mental mathematics
Patterns, functions
and algebra

Shape and space

Percentages* (N)

Not coded*

2.1 Geometric patterns

2% (4)

2.2 Number patterns

2% (4)

3.1 Positions, orientations, and views

2% (3)

3.2 3-D objects (recognize, describe circles, triangles, squares; describe, compare by size colour, sides)

0% (0)
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Measurement

Data handling

4.1 Time

6% (12)

4.2 Length

6% (12)

4.3 Mass

0% (0)

4.4 Capacity

0% (0)

5.1 Collect and sort objects

0% (0)

5.3 Discuss and report on sorted objects

0% (0)

OVER ALL

100% (191)

The most common subdomain addressed was context-free addition and subtraction (39% of codings). This subdomain
includes extensive work on number bonds, particularly number bonds of five and ten.
MMAs also focused on describing, comparing, and ordering numbers (15%), repeated addition leading to multiplication
(8%), and recognizing, identifying, and reading number symbols and names (7%).
Food for thought - As is the case with WCL As, MMAs place little emphasis on counting and skip counting forward and
backward, with and eventually without the support of a number track, number line, or hundreds chart. We found only
a total of four such activities in the programme, despite the statement in the CAPS (pp. 10 to 15) of the importance of
including both number concept development and counting, including skip counting, in MMAs (p. 12). The relative absence
of these skip counting activities in terms one and two is surprising, given the above.
3.2.2 SEQUENCING AND SCAFFOLDING OF LEARNING IN MMA
To examine the sequencing and scaffolding of MMAs, we coded each MMA according to the same two criteria used for
WCL As, specifically: 1) whether learners had the prior knowledge required to engage in the activity, based on previous
lessons successfully, and 2) whether the activity as described was likely to result in the targeted learning outcomes. The
tables below summarize the results.
Table 13: Frequency analysis, extent to which MMAs follows a logical progression of learning (i.e., does the targeted
learning outcome reinforce or extend previous learning), by percentage and number (N)

Terms

Yes, learners can
engage fully, based
on prior knowledge

Logical progression,
but insufficient time
allocated to learning

Somewhat. Some
aspects progress
logically, but not all

No. Not clear that
learning progresses
logically

First time concept
is introduced, so no
progression possible

TOTAL

Percentage

N

Percentage

N

Percentage

N

Percentage

N

Percentage

N

Term 1

92%

33

0%

0

3%

1

0%

0

6%

2

100% (36)

Term 2

90%

36

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

10%

4

100% (40)

Term 3

90%

36

0%

0

0%

0

10%

4

0%

0

100% (40)

Term 4

88%

28

0%

0

0%

0

13%

4

0%

0

100% (32)

TOTAL

90%

133

0%

0

1%

1

5%

8

4%

6

100% (148)

Positive tendencies - We found that most MMAs followed a logical progression of learning and hence were likely to
reinforce or extend previous understanding. Only 5% of activities did not follow a logical progression or offer sufficient
scaffolding of learning. Such activities include:
TERM 3
§ Phinda Kabini - The week 10 MMAs have learners play a game called Phinda Kabin, the purpose of which is to find the
double of a number. One pupil shows some fingers, and the other showing the same number of fingers. However, rather
than have pupils say how many fingers there are in toto, the photos show pupils saying how many fingers each pupil
has put up. This introductory activity is better suited for term one when pupils are learning the numbers one to five.
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TERM 4
§ Skip counting – The week two MMAs have learners skip counting by 2s, 5s, and 10s within 100 before learning the
numbers to 100 and before they have learned to skip count to 20.
We found that the majority of MMAs would result in pupils attaining the targeted learning outcome.
3.2.3 COGNITIVE COMPLEXITY OF MMAS
Although MMAs, by definition, generally focus on procedural fluency, we decided to code BW MMAs according to the
dimensions of cognitive complexity used to analyse WCL As. Each MMA received one coding reflective of the primary
cognitive dimension addressed in the activity. The table below summarizes the results.
Table 14: Frequency analysis of level of cognitive complexity of MMAs by percentage and number
Conceptual
Understanding

Knowing

Terms

Procedural fluency

Strategic
competency

Reasoning

TOTAL

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

Term 1

11%

4

78%

28

11%

4

0%

0

0%

0

100% (36)

Term 2

10%

4

10%

4

80%

32

0%

0

0%

0

100% (40)

Term 3

30%

12

10%

4

60%

24

0%

0

0%

0

100% (40)

Term 4

13%

4

25%

8

63%

20

0%

0

0%

0

100% (32)

TOTAL

16%

24

30%

44

54%

80

0%

0

0%

0

100% (148)

As would be expected, one out of two MMAs addresses procedural fluency (54%). The percentage peaks in term two
(80%) when the focus is on fluency with additions and subtractions within ten and number bonds to ten. In contrast,
in term one, when the focus is on understanding number concepts, MMAs are heavily weighted towards conceptual
understanding (78%). Terms three and four maintain a strong emphasis on procedural fluency, particularly number bonds
and combinations of five or 10. Only a minority of MMAs (16%) focus on knowing, the lowest level cognitive dimension.
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CHAPTER 4: LEARNING DESIGN ANALYSIS
The previous chapter examined the concepts taught in the BW programme. This chapter examines how the programme
has learners interact with those concepts. The learning design analysis focuses on five elements:
§ the use of mathematical models and manipulatives
§ the role of teachers and pupils in the learning process
§ the nature of learning groupings used during lessons
§ the degree to which the learning design aligns with the recommendations in the MTLF-SA
§ the overall effectiveness of the suggested teaching-learning processes and
§ whether the BW programme uses a structured pedagogical approach.

4.1 USE OF MATHEMATICAL MODELS AND MANIPULATIVES
A substantial body of research shows that mathematical models and manipulatives, when used effectively, contribute to
improved learning outcomes. The MTLF-SA acknowledges that research. It specifies that conceptual understanding in
primary school is enhanced when teachers and learners use concrete objects or diagrams to represent abstract concepts
and when those objects and diagrams accurately represent the targeted concepts (p. 78).
We were interested in examining the role of manipulatives and models in the BW programme.
Specifically, we were interested in examining:
§ The extent to which WCL As use manipulatives/models
§ Whether the manipulatives/models used properly embody or represent the targeted concept
§ Whether their proposed use would contribute to increased pupil understanding
§ The primary users of manipulatives/models in the WCL As: teachers or learners. We examined the photos used to explain
activities and the accompanying teacher/learner speech balloons and any accompanying narratives to determine this.
§ The manipulatives/models used most frequently.
Tables A4 and A5 in the Annex summarize the codings.
4.1.1 MANIPULATIVE USAGE IN THE BW PROGRAMME
The table below summarizes manipulative use in MMAs and WCL As. We coded each activity as to whether or not it used
manipulatives or models. In 3% of WCL As and 2% of MMAs, it was impossible to determine whether the activities used
manipulatives.
Tables A4 and A5 in the Annex summarize the codings.
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Table 15: Frequency analysis, manipulatives/model use, WCLAs, by percentage and number (N)
Used
TERM

No indication

Not used

TOTAL

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

Term 1

97%

35

0%

0

3%

2

100%

36

Term 2

93%

37

3%

1

5%

6

100%

40

Term 3

83%

33

3%

1

15%

2

100%

40

Term 4

91%

29

3%

1

6%

11

100%

32

OVER ALL

91%

134

2%

3

7%

2

100%

148

Table 16: Frequency analysis, manipulatives/model use, MMAs, by percentage and number (N)
Used
TERM

No indication

Not used

TOTAL

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

Term 1

89%

32

0%

0

11%

4

100%

36

Term 2

60%

24

0%

0

40%

16

100%

40

Term 3

90%

36

0%

0

10%

4

100%

40

Term 4

75%

24

13%

4

13%

4

100%

32

OVER ALL

78%

116

3%

4

19%

28

100%

148

Manipulatives and models are also extensively used in the WCL As. At least 91% of activities use manipulatives and models
in some way. Manipulatives and models are also used relatively consistently across terms: In three of the four terms, 90%
or more activities used them. The lowest incidence of manipulative/model use is in term three (83% of WCL As).
Surprisingly, MMAs also use manipulatives and models: only 19% of MMA activities do not use them. The extent of their
usage depends upon the concepts addressed. For example, in terms one and three, when pupils are exploring number
concepts to ten and then to 20, manipulatives and models are used more extensively. In term two, when pupils are
developing fluency with basic addition and subtraction facts, manipulatives are used less frequently.
4.1.2 PRIMARY USERS OF MANIPULATIVES
The MTLF-SA calls for a learning-centered approach to mathematics teaching and learning. One potential indicator is the
extent to which manipulatives and models are in the hands of learners as opposed to teachers. Thus, we were interested
in examining who uses manipulatives during BW WCL As and MMAs: teachers, learners, or teachers and learners together.
We thus coded each activity according to the primary user of the manipulatives and models, using the three categories
mentioned previously. Two tables (17 and 18) below summarize the results.
Table 17: Frequency analysis, who uses manipulatives and models, WCLAs, by percentage and number (N)
Teacher only
TERM

Learners only

Teachers and learners
together

Unsure

TOTAL

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

Term 1

0%

0

18%

7

82%

31

0%

0

100%

36

Term 2

0%

0

40%

16

60%

24

0%

0

100%

40

Term 3

10%

4

28%

11

48%

19

15%

6

100%

40

Term 4

3%

1

31%

10

53%

17

13%

4

100%

32

OVER ALL

3%

5

29%

44

61%

91

7%

10

100%

148
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Table 18: Frequency analysis, who uses manipulatives and models, MMAs, by percentage and number (N)
Teacher only
TERM

Teachers and learners
together

Learners only

TOTAL

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

Term 1

13%

4

13%

4

75%

24

100%

32

Term 2

50%

12

0%

0

50%

12

100%

24

Term 3

33%

12

44%

16

22%

8

100%

36

Term 4

29%

8

29%

8

43%

12

100%

28

OVER ALL

30%

36

23%

28

47%

56

100%

120

Positive tendencies - In the majority of WCL As (61%), manipulatives are used by teachers and learners together. In
another 29% of activities, they are used exclusively by learners. Only 3% of WCL As involve pupils watching the teacher
using manipulatives or models to explain a concept. The pattern of manipulative usage is indicative of what one would
expect to see in a learning-centered classroom.
Given the nature of MMAs, we expected to see teachers using manipulatives to explain or test a concept. That turned
out to be the case. 30% of MMAs versus 3% of WCL A involve teachers using the manipulatives or models exclusively.
However, the percentage of teacher use only activities is relatively low (30%). As is the case with WCL As, in most
activities, the manipulatives or models are used by pupils alone (23%) or by teachers and pupils together (47%).
4.1.3 LINK TO REAL-WORK PROBLEM-SOLVING
Finally, we were interested in examining whether the WCL As embedded manipulative or model use in real-life problemsolving. That is, were the manipulatives used to represent and then solve a real-world problem, or were they used in a
decontextualized manner as a means of finding the answer to number sentences. The table below summarizes the results.
Table 19: Frequency analysis, Whether manipulatives model use are rooted in real-life problem-solving, WCLAs, by
percentage and number (N)
Yes, but problems not
reflective of pupils’
daily life

Yes
TERM

No

Not applicable

TOTAL

%

N

%

Nx

%

N

%

N

%

N

Term 1

6%

2

28%

10

66%

23

3%

1

100%

36

Term 2

60%

24

18%

7

16%

6

8%

3

100%

40

Term 3

23%

9

15%

6

55%

18

18%

7

100%

40

Term 4

19%

6

13%

4

63%

17

16%

5

100%

32

OVER ALL

28%

2

18%

27

48%

64

11%

16

100%

148

Positive tendencies – Approximately half of the WCL As use real-world problem-solving, although the percentage varies
significantly by term. In term two, for example, when pupils are exploring addition and subtraction, 78% of WCL As present
pupils with a problem-solving situation, ask them to represent the situation with a physical model, and then solve it. In
terms one and three, roughly one-third of WCL As ( 34% and 31% respectively) use such an approach.
Food for thought - Although the above represents an overall positive trend, the programme developers may want to
reflect on whether this percentage is high enough.
We did not examine the degree to which the follow-up worksheets in the L AB leveraged the manipulatives or models
introduced during the WCL As. The reason for this is simple: apart from the games, the L AB instructions rarely reference
manipulative use. It was unclear whether or not pupils are to continue using manipulatives to complete these tasks.
Programme developers may want to consider whether it would be helpful to add this information to the TG.
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4.1.4 MOST COMMON MANIPULATIVES USED
Finally, we were interested in examining the extent to which the WCL As and the MMAs use the different manipulatives in
the teacher and pupil kits. This information might help prioritize purchases in the face of budgetary restrictions.
To examine this question, we coded each time a WCL A or a MMA referenced a manipulative. If an activity called for two or
more different manipulatives, we coded each manipulative referenced. As a result, the total number of manipulatives used
exceeds the number of WCL As or MMAs. The table below summarizes the results. Those highlighted in red represent the
four most commonly used manipulatives or models in the WCL As and MMAs.
Table 20: Most common manipulatives/models used in MMAs and WCLAs, by percentage and number (N) 3
Manipulative

Mental mathematics

Whole class

Counters

0 (0%)

38 (18%)

Multi-fix blocks

0 (0%)

45 (21%)

Tens frame

0 (0%)

34 (16%)

Dot cards

21 (15%)

2 (1%)

Number name, symbol cards

30 (22%)

4 (2%)

Fingers, body parts

50 (37%)

2 (1%)

Strings of beads

21 (15%)

2 (1%)

0 (0%)

14 (7%)

Number line, number track

Positive tendencies - Counters, multi-fix blocks, tens frames, and number lines or number tracks account for 62% of the
manipulative or models used in WCL As. All but one of these manipulatives, the multi-fix blocks, can be made by teachers
or, in the case of counters, replaced by locally available low-or no-cost materials. This principle is in keeping with the
MTLF-SA recommendation that teachers be innovative to minimise overreliance on commercially available manipulatives.
The exception is the multi-fix blocks. This manipulative is challenging to make locally. It is also tricky to create multi-fix
blocks with low-cost, locally available materials. Given that the blocks are used extensively in the BW programme, from
number concepts and addition and subtraction to graphing and patterns, the cost may be justifiable.
In MMAs, the four most frequently used manipulatives or models are dot cards, number name or symbol cards, bead
strings, and fingers or body parts. They account for 89% of all manipulative usage. The first three can be easily produced
by teachers or parent volunteers, using locally available materials. The last requires no procurement or preparation.

4.2 ROLE OF TEACHERS AND PUPILS IN THE LEARNING PROCESS
As mentioned previously, the MTLF-SA proposes a model of teaching and learning based on a learning-centered classroom
(p. 13), which it defines as a classroom where:
§ Teachers and pupils interact the process of “doing mathematics” (p. 19)
§ Teachers perceive mathematics as a body of knowledge that pupils actively explore and engage with
§ Pupils have opportunities to express their ideas, ask questions of the teacher and each other
§ Pupils discuss their ways of thinking about the work at hand” (ibid).
This vision contrasts sharply with teacher-centered learning, where teachers view mathematics as a body of knowledge
to impart to pupils by telling them what to do and how to do it (ibid).
We were interested in examining the extent to which the vision of teaching and learning in the BW programme aligns
with the above. To that end, we focused our attention on the respective roles of teachers and pupils in BW lessons as
described in three primary sources: 1) videos of master teachers implementing WCL As and MMAs, 2) photos used in the
TG to visually remind teachers of how to implement these activities and 3) accompanying narratives. The photos contain
3 The value of N represents the number of activities were the manipulative or model was used.
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two sources of information. The visuals communicate what teachers and learners should be doing during the WCL As and
MMAs. The accompanying speech balloons indicate what each group is saying.
We began by coding the information provided in the photos, and in particular the pupil and teacher speech balloons, for
the following common teacher-learner interactions:
§ Telling or explaining definitions or concepts
§ Asking or answering closed questions, with closed questions defined as questions with a fixed answer or multiple fixed
answers. Examples include questions like: “What is 3 + 4 ?” or “How many addition statements can you make that
have 13 as the answer?”
§ Asking or answering open-ended questions, defined as questions that have numerous answers, none of which is predefined
§ Explaining or justifying one’s thinking
§ Explaining the strategies or solution paths used
§ Saying something that is not related to mathematics, for example, praising someone’s work.
In some cases, the photos for a single WCL A or MMA activity included more than one type of verbal interaction. In such
cases, we coded each type of verbal interaction present but recorded it only once. That means we coded photos that
included one “telling or explaining” speech balloon and two “asking or answering open-ended question” speech balloons
as having two different types of verbal interaction.
Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 below review the results.
4.2.1 ROLE OF TEACHERS AND LEARNERS IN WCLAS
The table below summarizes the degree to which each of the different interactions appears in teacher or pupil speech
balloons.
Table 21: Frequency analysis, nature of Teacher speech balloons, WCLAs, by percentage and number (N)

Asking
open-ended
questions

Asking
closed
question
with more
than one
answer

Asking
questions
that require
explaining
thinking or
strategies

Explaining
activity,
what to do

Praising
pupils

No teacher
speech
balloons

TOTAL

29% (18)

2% (1)

3% (2)

0% (0)

44% (28)

0% (0)

2% (2)

100% (64)

30% (20)

42% (28)

9% (6)

2% (1)

3% (2)

12% (8)

2% (1)

0% (0)

100% (66)

Term 3

27% (20)

38% (27)

18% (13)

1% (1)

16% (12)

0% (0)

0% (0)

0% (0)

100% (73)

Term 4

14% (7)

48% (24)

20% (10)

6% (3)

12% (6)

0% (0)

0% (0)

0% (0)

100% (50)

24% (60)

38% (97)

12% (30)

3% (7)

8% (20)

14% (36)

0% (1)

1% (2)

100% (253)

Telling,
explaining

Asking
closedanswer
questions

Term 1

20% (13)

Term 2

Term

OVER ALL

The most common teacher interactions focused on: 1) asking closed-answered questions, i.e., questions that have only
one answer and a known solution path (38% of interactions coded), 2) telling or explaining a mathematics concept (24%),
3) explaining how to carry out an activity or what to do next (14%) and 4) asking open-ended questions (12%). Some 8%
of teacher interactions involved asking pupils to explain their thinking or the strategies used.
An examination of the pupil speech balloons (see table below) reveals a slightly different picture.
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Table 22: Frequency analysis, nature of Pupil speech balloons in WCLA photos, by percentage and number (N)
Answering
closed
questions

Explaining,
justifying
thinking

Explaining
strategies
used,
solution path

Answering
open-ended
questions

Answering
closed, but
more than 1
answer

No speech
balloons

Not math
related

TOTAL

Term 1

0% (0)

9% (3)

0% (0)

0% (0)

3% (1)

88% (30)

0% (0)

100% (34)

Term 2

39% (18)

2% (1)

2% (1)

13% (6)

9% (4)

30% (14)

4% (2)

100% (46)

Term 3

28% (16)

41% (24)

24% (14)

7% (4)

0% (0)

0% (0)

0% (0)

100% (58)

Term 4

32% (19)

17% (10)

32% (19)

14% (8)

2% (1)

3% (2)

0% (0)

100% (59)

OVER ALL

27% (53)

19% (38)

17% (34)

9% (18)

3% (6)

23% (46)

1% (2)

100% (197)

Term

Positive tendencies - The most common pupil interactions portrayed in the photos, apart from "no speech balloons,"
meaning that pupils were present in the photographs but not verbally interacting with the teacher or each other, were: 1)
answering closed-answer questions (27%), 2) explaining or justifying their thinking (19%) and 3) explaining the strategies
they used or the solution path they followed (17%). The relatively high frequency of these two interactions suggests
that the BW materials present an image of mathematics teaching and learning that aligns with the learning-centered
classroom called for in the 2018 MTLF-SA.
However, a closer examination of the data reveals that pupils' role in the classroom varies by term. In the first two terms
of the year, pupils have minimal verbal participation in the teaching and learning process: 88% of WCL As photos in term
one and 30% of activities in term two do not contain any pupil speech balloons. They are portrayed as silent observers
who participate minimally, at least verbally, in the teaching-learning process. During the last two terms, however, pupils
take on a more active verbal role: half or more of pupil speech balloons involve pupils explaining or justifying their thinking
or the strategies they used to solve a problem or an equation. Photos in these two terms are also far more likely to model
teachers asking open-ended questions or asking pupils to explain or justify their thinking than do photos in terms one
and two.
Food for thought - Photos with speech balloons can be powerful tools for communicating critical elements of the
learning-centered classroom advocated in the MTLF-SA. BW programme developers may want to consider whether the
terms one and two photos communicate that vision. Alternatively, whether making minor, strategic adjustments, such as
inserting speech balloons of teachers asking pupils to explain their thinking, reasoning, or strategy they used, could help
teachers better understand that vision and how to implement it.
4.2.2. ROLE OF TEACHERS AND LEARNERS IN MMAS
We coded the teacher and pupil verbal interaction patterns in MMAs, expecting they would be dominated by teachers
asking closed-answered questions and pupils answering them. However, after the first lesson in the week, very few
MMAs use photos and speech balloons. Instead, the TG inserts a text instructing teachers to repeat or slightly modify the
lesson one activity. Given the relative absence of photos and speech balloons in MMAs in the TG, we have not included
the results in this report.

4.3 GROUPINGS FOR LEARNING
We were interested in examining whether the groupings used during WCL A are indicative of a learning-centered approach.
The CAPS document for grades one to three (p.11), for example, suggests that mathematics lessons should involve the
following classroom groupings:
§ Whole class groupings (20 minutes) - for calendar activities, MMAs, or consolidation of challenging mathematics
concepts. Whole class groupings are also recommended at the beginning of a lesson for classroom management-type
activities, for example assigning independent activities so that the teacher can conduct small group learning activities.
§ Small group learning activities - where the teacher works with a small group of learners of similar ability levels,
one group at a time, while the other learners are engaged in independent work. The CAPS document recommends
that small group teaching sessions be very interactive, with pupils “doing, talking, demonstrating and recoding” their
mathematical thinking through carefully sequenced written materials such as workbooks, work cards, and worksheets.
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§ Independent work - where learners practice and consolidate their understanding of concepts previously explored in
small group settings. The CAPS suggests that independent work activities include workbook activities, games, and
tasks that involved construction, sorting, patterning, or measurement.
The BW learning uses two of these groupings extensively: the whole class groupings and the independent work activities.
The first four lessons of each week begin with whole class calendar activities and MMAs. In keeping with the CAPS
guidelines, those activities take up the first twenty minutes of the lesson. Pupils then participated in a WCL A where they
explore the targeted concept. The lesson ends with independent work activities where learners practice and consolidate
new understandings by completing workbook activities individually and games played in pairs or triads.
Given the central place of small-group learning in the CAPS document, we were interested in examining the role smallgroup learning had in the WCL As. To that end, we coded each WCL A according to the type of learning groupings used.
When the programme suggested small group activities, we indicated if the learning focused on exploring or learning a new
concept or applying or reinforcing newly gained understanding of the concept for small group activities.
We based our codings on the information provided in the photos and teacher/pupil speech balloons, and the accompanying
narrative. A single WCL A could have more than one coding if it used more than one type of learning grouping, for example,
a whole class activity, followed by small group work.
We were able to code 185 different activities. The table below summarizes the findings.
Table 23: Frequency analysis, type and focus of learning groupings, WCLAs, by percentage and number (N)
Whole class
activity

Small group
learning
activity

Paired or
triad learning
activity

Small group
application
activity

Paired
or triad
application
activity

Individual,
independent
activity

No indication

TOTAL

Term 1

60% (28)

0% (0)

9% (4)

0% (0)

4% (2)

15% ( 7)

13% (6)

100% (47)

Term 2

74% (37)

14% (7)

6% (3)

0% (0)

0% (0)

2% (1)

4% (2)

100% (50)

Term 3

81% (39)

0% (0)

13% (6)

0% (0)

0% (0)

6% (3)

0% (0)

100% (48)

Term 4

78% (31)

0% (0)

3% (1)

0% (0)

3% (1)

18% (7)

0 (0%)

100% (40)

73% (135)

4% (7)

8% (14)

0 (0%)

2% (3)

10% (18)

4% (8)

100% (185)

Term

OVER ALL

73% of the time, pupils were working in a teacher-led, whole group setting. Pupils were either working or independently
on a joint task. Only 12% of codings involved either small group or pair/triad work.
Food for thought - The BW learning design uses predominantly whole class groupings, followed by independently
learning activities in the L AB. There are relatively few instances of small group work and certainly not the type of smallgroup learning activities recommended in the CAPS, where teachers work with a small group of learners of similar ability
levels to explore a targeted concept. This trend is a significant departure from the recommendations in CAPS.

4.4 EFFECTIVENESS OF LEARNING DESIGN
In the previous sections, we examined the alignment of WCL As with recommendations in the CAPS document and
MTLF-SA. We identified many points of alignment, as well as some divergences. In this section, we examine the overall
effectiveness of the MMAs and WCL As, specifically whether the activities as laid out in the TG would allow learners to
attain the desired learning outcome, based on our professional judgment.
The table below summarizes the results.
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Table 24: Frequency analysis, extent to which WCLAs will lead to learning outcoming being attained, by percentage
and number (N)
Yes, learners should have
ample opportunity to
develop learning outcome

Partially - Some elements
may be clear, others not.

Probably not. Key
concepts misrepresented
or presented in confusing
manner

Percentage

N

Percentage

N

Percentage

N

Percentage

N

Term 1

86%

31

14%

5

0%

0

0%

0

100% (36)

Term 2

53%

21

40%

16

8%

3

0%

0

100% (40)

Term 3

78%

31

18%

7

3%

1

3%

1

100% (40)

Term 4

88%

28

9%

3

0%

0

3%

1

100% (32)

TOTAL

75%

111

21%

29

3%

4

1%

2

100% (148)

Terms

No

TOTAL

Positive tendencies - We believe that most WCL As if implemented as outlined, would result in most learners attaining
the learning outcome, either fully (75%) or partially (21%). Section 3.1.2 describes activities less likely to do so.
In the case of MMAs, we believe that 97% of these activities would result in pupils attaining the targeted learning
outcome, either fully or partially. Only six percent of activities (see those described in section 3.2.2) would probably not
achieve the desired result.
Table 25: Frequency analysis, extent to which MMAs will lead to learning outcoming being attained, by percentage
and number (N)
Yes, learners should have
ample opportunity to
develop learning outcome

Partially, Some elements
may be clear, others not.

Probably not. Key
concepts misrepresented
or presented in confusing
manner

Percentage

N

Percentage

N

Percentage

N

Percentage

N

Term 1

97%

35

3%

1

0%

0

0%

0

100% (36)

Term 2

100%

40

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

100% (40)

Term 3

80%

32

10%

4

0%

0

10%

4

100% (40)

Term 4

88%

28

13%

4

0%

0

0%

0

100% (32)

TOTAL

91%

135

6%

9

0%

0

3%

4

100% (148)

Terms

No
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TOTAL

CHAPTER 5: ANALYSIS OF PROFESSIONAL SUPPORTS PROVIDED TO TEACHERS

5.1 TEACHER’S GUIDE
We were interested in examining the extent to which the TG provides teachers with the support needed to implement
the vision of effective mathematics teaching and learning outlined in the MTLF-SA. To that end, we examined two
elements: 1) the degree of alignment between teacher and learner materials, and in particular between print materials
and manipulative use, and 2) the nature of guidance provided to teachers.
5.1.1 ALIGNMENT
5.1.1.1 BETWEEN TG AND L AB
Mental mathematics activities - MMAs are whole class, teacher-led activities implemented without reference to the
L AB. However, the MMA learning outcomes are generally sequenced to support the learning outcomes targeted in the
WCL A, and by extension, in the follow-up games and worksheets in the L AB. For example, after learners have explored
number bonds of five, MMAs will include games and other activities to develop pupils’ procedural fluency with these
bonds.
Whole class learning activities - The WCL As are largely whole class, teacher-led activities, implemented without
reference to the L AB. However, the L AB contains follow-up independent practice-type activities to reinforce the learning
outcomes targeted in the WCL A.
We did not find any instances of misalignment in terms one to three between the WCL A and the follow-up L AB worksheets
and games: all of the proposed L AB activities link directly to the targeted learning outcome in the preceding WCL A.
Learner Activity Book - The pages of the L AB that support each WCL A are reproduced full size in the TG. However, the
TG does not include any additional information: there are no answers to the questions, nor does the TG provide teachers
with an explanation on how to implement the different activities. For example, there is no indication of whether learners
are to use manipulatives when completing tasks.
Except for games, the TG also does not provide any guidance on classroom management for learning, for example,
whether pupils are to complete tasks individually or in pairs or whether they are to compare their solutions or solution
paths with others. The only guidance appears in the introduction when the TG states pupils are to complete the L AB
activities independently.
Food for thought - BW programme developers may want to consider the relative benefits/drawbacks of reproducing the
L AB pages full size in the TG. Reducing the size by 25% would result in highly readable pages while allowing sufficient
white space for guidance notes like those described above.
5.1.1.2 BETWEEN TG AND MANIPUL ATIVES
The use of manipulatives to represent abstract mathematical concepts is a fundamental instructional principle of both the
MTLF-SA and the BW programme. As noted previously, manipulatives are used extensively in the WCL As and to a lesser
extent in the MMAs.
We were interested in examining the type of guidance the TG provides on manipulative usage. We began by coding
each WCL A and MMA according to whether the proposed manipulatives accurately represent the targeted mathematical
concept. The tables below summarize the results.
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Table 26: Frequency analysis, Accuracy of representation of targeted concept by manipulatives, models, WCLAs, by
percentage and number (N)
Accurate
representation

Some elements
accurate

Not accurate
representation

Not applicable

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

Term 1

97%

35

0%

0

0%

0

3%

1

100%

36

Term 2

93%

37

0%

0

0%

0

8%

3

100%

40

Term 3

83%

33

0%

0

0%

0

18%

7

100%

40

Term 4

84%

27

0%

0

0%

0

16%

5

100%

32

OVER ALL

89%

132

0%

0

0%

0

11%

16

100%

148

TERM

TOTAL

Positive tendencies - We found no incidences in the WCL As where the proposed manipulatives or models did not
accurately represent the targeted concept. The same is true of the MMAs (see below).
Table 27: Frequency analysis, Accuracy of representation of targeted concept by manipulatives, models, MMA, by
percentage and number (N)
Accurate representation
TERM

Some elements
accurate

Not accurate
representation

Not applicable

TOTAL

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

Term 1

89%

32

0%

0

0%

0

11%

4

100%

36

Term 2

60%

24

0%

0

0%

0

40%

16

100%

40

Term 3

90%

36

0%

0

0%

0

10%

4

100%

40

Term 4

88%

28

0%

0

0%

0

13%

4

100%

32

OVER ALL

81%

120

0%

0

0%

0

19%

28

100%

148

5.1.2 NATURE OF GUIDANCE PROVIDED TO TEACHERS
The TG provides teachers with information on:
§ How to structure and pace learning each term and week (see Table 5)
§ The manipulatives required to implement each activity, and
§ The weekly assessment indicators to use for continuous formative assessment.
The information appears in the introduction to TG and the weekly overview and concept development pages. The TG also
includes weekly summative assessment tasks to measure pupils’ progress on targeted learning outcomes and a term
summary chart to record weekly results. Finally, the BW programme provides teachers with videos of master teachers
implementing prescribed MMA and WCL As and discussing them.
We were interested in examining whether, in addition to the above, the TG provides teachers with:
§ Content knowledge, defined as information about mathematics concepts
§ Pedagogical knowledge, defined as information on how to organise learning that is not specific to mathematics, or
§ Pedagogical content knowledge, defined as information related to how to teach mathematics concepts effectively.
To that end, we coded the guidance in the weekly concept development overviews according to the type of information
contained. We coded an overview page as containing pedagogical content knowledge (or content knowledge or pedagogical
knowledge) if it contained at least one statement to that effect. The table below presents the analysis of the 38 weekly
overviews. They indicate whether a given type of information was present and not the extent to which it was present.
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Table 28: Frequency analysis of type of guidance provided to Teachers in weekly concept development overviews by
percentage* and number (N)
Pedagogical content knowledge
Term

Content knowledge

Pedagogical knowledge

%

N

%

N

%

N

Term 1

91%

10

9%

1

0%

0

Term 2

63%

10

25%

4

13%

2

Term 3

59%

10

12%

2

29%

5

Term 4

57%

8

29%

4

14%

2

OVER ALL

66%

38

19%

11

16%

9

*(calculated by dividing number of incidences by number of weekly concept overviews in term

All (100%) of the weekly overviews included statements related to pedagogical content knowledge. Examples include:
§ Non-standard units of measurement are used to help learners understand how length is measured by comparing the
unit of one object to the length of another object….The variations in answer found when measuring using non-standard
units also helps learners to understand that we need to use the same unit if we want consistent measurements. But we
do not use standard measurements until we have established the concept of length. ( Term 2, week 7).
§ Learners may find the vocabulary associated with the concepts of volume and capacity difficult and may need to be
encouraged to use the language. The purpose of using non-standard units of measurement is to lead learners to the
realisation that a standard unit of measurement is necessary. The variation in answers when measuring using nonstandard units helps learners to understand that we need to use the same unit for our answers to be comparable.
( Term 2, week 8).
§ The tens frame is a very useful image for helping learners to focus on the structure of numbers. E.g., here we want
learners to be able to pretty instantly see the number 7 (rather than counting it one by one) to immediately see the 3
spaces needed to make 10"... The number line is an important image and taking steps forwards and backward on the
number line are useful representations for addition and subtraction ( Term 1, week 9).
§ It is important for learners to develop a conceptual understanding of subtraction to efficiently solve problems using
known facts. We look at two types of subtraction problems - change and part-whole….Learners need to be able to
interpret representations of subtraction problems. They should be able to write number sentences to express what they
see in given concrete representations ( Term 2, week 4).
§ It is good to allow learners time to build their own structures and talk about what they do as this is how they will
develop their understanding of 3D objects ( Term 2, week 9).
Approximately one in three weekly overviews contained statements to develop teachers' mathematical content knowledge.
Examples include:
§ The capacity of a container tells us how much it can hold…The shape of a container can make it look as if it holds
more/less compared to another container. When the level of the water in two containers is the same, it does not
necessarily mean there is the same amount of water in the containers. ( Term 2, week 8)
§ The ball shapes roll and the box shapes can slide. The round surfaces allow a shape to roll. A shape can slide on a
flat surface. ( Term 2, week 9)
§ Although contains may look different if they have the same capacity, they can hold the same amount of water. The
capacity of a container tells us how much it can hold. Or : The shape of a container can make it look as if it can hold
more/less compared to another container ( Term 2, week 8)
Whole class learning activities - We also coded the text-based narratives accompanying the WCL As photos according
to whether the type of knowledge transmitted. We added codings to capture the extent to which these narratives include
explanations on how to implement the prescribed activity or encourage teachers to:
§ Ask closed or open-ended questions,
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§ Have pupils explain their thinking or the strategies they used,
§ Explain or tell things to pupils
§ Repeat the activities modeled in the photos.
The table below summarizes the results. The N-value indicates whether or not the guidance was present in a WCL A and
not the number of times it was present.
Table 29: Nature of guidance in narrative that accompanies photos, WCLAs, by percentage and number (N)

Teaching as
telling

Asking
open-ended
questions

Asking
children
to explain
thinking,
strategies

Repeating
activities
modeled in
photos

Explaining
how to
carry out
activity

Pedagogical
content
knowledge

Content
knowledge

Pedagogical
knowledge

TOTAL

Term 1

0% (0)

0% (0)

0% (0)

45% (21)

43% (20)

11% (5)

0% (0)

2% (1)

47 (100%)

Term 2

3% (3)

0% (0)

0% (0)

26% (25)

24% (23)

32% (30)

6% (6)

10% (8)

95 (100%)

Term 3

0% (0)

0% (0)

4% (3)

44% (35)

20% (16)

21% (17)

1% (1)

10% (8)

80 (100%)

Term 4

2% (1)

7% (4)

10% (6)

32% (19)

10% (6)

35% (21)

3% (2)

0% (0)

60 (100%)

Overall

1% (4)

1% (4)

3% (9)

35% (100)

23% (65)

26% (73)

3% (9)

6% (17)

282 (100%)

Term

The most common guidance provided to teachers was procedural, for example, telling teachers to repeat activities
modeled in the photos (35% of guidance coded). The second most common type of guidance provided focused on
pedagogical content knowledge. Sample statements include the following:
§ The activity of measuring by marking off length establishes the concept of length. ( Term 2, week 7)
§ Non-standard units of measurement are used to help learners understand how length is measured by comparing the
unit of one object to the length of another object….The variations in answer found when measuring using non-standard
units also helps learners to understand that we need to use the same unit if we want consistent measurements. But we
do not use standard measurements until we have established the concept of length. ( Term 2, week 7)
§ Ability to create their own subtraction stories helps learners to develop a better understanding of given word problems
- It is important for learners to understand what number sentences mean, and to represent the number sentence using
concrete apparatus. ( Term 2, week 6)
§ Ask learners what they do to subtract and engage their answers. This will help them develop their mathematical
language. ( Term 2, week 4)
There were a few instances of content knowledge statements and of pedagogical knowledge statements.
Food for thought - BW programme developers may want to review the above to determine whether the narratives
accompanying the WCL A photos are optimal or whether, with minor changes, they could strategically encourage particular
practices.
They may also want to consider the advantages of reducing the L AB pages in the TG by 25% to link the formative
assessment criteria outlined in the weekly overview pages to specific activities in the L AB pages, or whether pupils should
or should not use manipulatives when completing particular exercises.
5.1.3 CLARITY OF DESIGN ELEMENTS USED TO SUPPORT TEACHERS
Finally, we examined the extent to which the photos and speech balloons used to remind teachers how to carry out MMAs
and WCL As were clear. We asked ourselves whether a teacher, not having viewed the accompanying video segment, could
implement the activity with fidelity, based solely on the information provided. In assessing the clarity, we examined the
photos from the perspective of an average classroom teacher. The tables below summarize the results.
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Table 30: Frequency analysis of clarity of photos and speech balloons, WCLAs, by percentage and number (N)

Very clear - illustrates
pedagogical strategy
clearly and accurately

Term

Somewhat clear (could be clearer
if speech balloons,
photos changed or new
text or information
added)

Not clear -uses visual
elements that are
inaccurate, unclear or
difficult to decipher

Not applicable

TOTAL

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

Term 1

42%

15

58%

21

0%

0

0%

0

100%

36

Term 2

63%

25

38%

15

0%

0

0%

0

100%

40

Term 3

60%

24

40%

16

0%

0

0%

0

100%

40

Term 4

84%

27

16%

5

0%

0

0%

0

100%

32

OVER ALL

61%

91

39%

57

0%

0

0%

0

100%

148

Food for thought - We assessed all of the photos and accompanying speech balloons as being either very or somewhat
clear. In cases where we rated them as "somewhat clear," we noted the following difficulties:
§ Photos and speech balloons are too crowded on the page (term 1, week 10)
§ Photos and speech balloons describe two distinct activities (term 1, week 3)
§ There are no photos or speech balloons (term 1, week 3)
§ There is a disconnect between the activities depicted in photos and those in the corresponding L AB pages. For
example, the photos have pupils using a 10-frame, but accompanying L AB pages use a five-frame (term 1, week 3)
§ Text captured in speech balloons is not as clear as it could be. For example, in term 2, week 7, there is no indication
of the need to line up the ends when measuring length to have a common starting point for comparison.
§ Text in speech balloons misses an opportunity to model teachers asking pupils to explain or justify their hypothesis
or reason mathematically. For example, in term 2, week 8, lesson one, the teacher's speech balloons could include
questions like "What does that tell you"? Or in lesson four, teacher speech balloons could include questions like: "How
many cups do you think this container holds? How did you come up with that answer?", "How can we use what we
know about the amount of water in the first and second bottle to estimate the amount of water in the 3rd container?" or
§ "Use what you know about the amount of water in the first and second bottles to estimate how much water is in the
next bottle.”
§ Speech balloons are inaccurate or reversed. For example, in term 3, week 8, lesson 1, there a mistake in the photo two
speech balloon. Instead of 'I take three steps three back from 14', it should read 'I take three steps back from 13.' In
lesson three, photo four reverses the teacher's and pupils' speech balloons.
Positive tendencies - The MMAs are much shorter and generally only contain one step. Not surprisingly, we found the
photos and accompanying speech balloons to be very clear.
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Table 31: Frequency analysis of clarity of photos and speech balloons, MMAs, by percentage and number (N)

Very clear - illustrates
pedagogical strategy
clearly and accurately

Term

Somewhat clear (could be clearer
if speech balloons,
photos changed or new
text or information
added)

Not clear -uses visual
elements that are
inaccurate, unclear or
difficult to decipher

Not applicable

TOTAL

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

Term 1

67%

24

22%

8

8%

3

3%

1

100%

36

Term 2

88%

35

3%

1

0%

0

10%

4

100%

40

Term 3

90%

36

0%

0

10%

4

0%

0

100%

40

Term 4

84%

27

16%

5

0%

0

0%

0

100%

32

OVER ALL

85%

122

10%

14

5%

7

0%

1

100%

148

5.2 EXTENT TO WHICH THE BW PROGRAMME IS A “STRUCTURED PEDAGOGICAL APPROACH”
Some researchers (Structured Pedagogy Literature Review,
2021) have proposed structured pedagogy as a framework
for improving learning outcomes. Although there are different
definitions of what constitutes structured pedagogy, at its
most basic structured pedagogy is a coordinated approach to
teaching and learning, anchored in curricular systems that:
1) sets clear, research-based, progressively more complex
learning outcomes (or standards) for a given discipline; 2)
defines the principles of teaching and learning required to meet
those learning outcomes, and 3) evaluates the extent to which
learners meet those learning outcomes (see Figure 3) (Better
Purpose 2020). Structured pedagogy programmes provide
teachers with a pedagogical package that includes (Ibid):

Figure 3 : Three components of structured pedagogy

Reseachbased
learning
progressions

Clearly
articulated
principles of
teaching and
learning

Assessments that
monitor progress against
learning progressions

§ A TG aligned with the scope and sequence and the articulated principles of teaching and learning
§ Instructional materials (manipulatives, posters)
§ Training
§ Ongoing support
§ Pupil learning materials (workbooks, etc.) aligned with the teacher’s guide.
Moreover, the TGs generally include a focus on 1) direct explanation; 2) modeling or demonstrating; 3) guided practice
or scaffolding; 4) independent practice (i.e., application); 5) formative assessments 6) discussion or pupil talk and 7)
monitoring of learning by attending to pupil responses (Ibid).
Positive tendencies - Based on the above definition, we determined that the BW programme uses a structured pedagogy
approach. The approach is rooted in the CAPS document, which outlines progressively more challenging, researchbased learning outcomes as pupils progress through the grade level and terms. The majority of BW WCL As follow that
progression.
The programme also acknowledges and reflects the principles of effective mathematics teaching and learning outlined
in the MTLF-SA. It emphasizes conceptual understanding and procedural fluency. It includes activities to develop pupils'
strategic competencies and reasoning skills. It uses mathematical models and manipulatives extensively to represent
abstract mathematical concepts and embeds learning in problem-solving situations.
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From an instructional design perspective, each BW lesson weaves together three learning activities identified in the
MTLF-SA as essential in early primary:
§ A whole class calendar and MMA,
§ A concept development activity where pupils explore or develop their understanding of a new concept and
§ An independent practice activity where pupils reinforce or extend their understanding.
The TG also includes weekly performance indicators keyed to the targeted learning outcomes for teachers to assess
pupils' progress continuously and regular summative assessments keyed to these same learning outcomes.
Moreover, the BW programme provides teachers with the full complement of materials associated with a structured
pedagogical approach: A TG keyed to the progression of learning outlined in the CAPS, a Learner Activity Book keyed
to the TG, a teacher and pupil manipulatives kit, initial training, and ongoing follow-up support in the form of videos of
master teachers and visits by coaches.
Nature of the TG - Two of the basic tenets of a structured pedagogy programme are that teachers: 1) follow a clear
progression of learning outcomes and 2) adopt evidence-based teaching and learning approaches likely to improve
learning outcomes. TGs generally layout out a daily or weekly scope and sequence of learning outcomes to ensure that
happens. They also identify the types of teaching and learning activities teachers should implement.
The extent to which teachers have the autonomy to decide the activities they should implement varies greatly across
programmes. The continuum below, taken from the 2021 Structured Pedagogy Literature Review, outlines seven teacher
instructional decision-making autonomy levels. The levels range from highly prescriptive (extreme left), characterized by
highly scripted lesson plans, to highly autonomous, where teachers can decide what they want to teach and how to it.
Structured pedagogy programmes generally fall within the five left-most levels: from providing teachers with daily scripted
lessons to providing them with a menu of suggested activities to implement.

Figure 4: Continuum of teacher professional autonomy (from 2021 Structured Pedagogy Literature Review)
Bala Wande programme

Every word
scripted for
teachers

Scripting for
several weeks,
followed by stops

Steps on how to
do activities

Prescribed
activities
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activities

Teacher uses
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decide

Teacher decides
what to teach

STRUCTURED PEDAGOGY

The BW programme falls in the center of that range. The TG prescribes the daily activities teachers are to carry out in
the MMAs and WCL As and describes in general terms the steps they are to follow in carrying them out. However, there
is no text-based scripting. Instead, BW relies on a small number of photographs, accompanying speech balloons, and a
short, concise follow-up narrative to explain activities. The visuals also include videos of Master teachers carrying out
and discussing the learning activities. Programme developers expect the photos in the TG to serve as visual reminders to
teachers on how to carry out the activities.
Positive tendencies - The extensive use of visuals (videos, photos) has the potential to temper one of the primary
criticisms of structured pedagogical approaches, namely the excessive use of overly scripted, text-based lessons in
an attempt to "teacher-proof" teaching and learning (Structured Pedagogy Literature Review, 2021). BW lessons are
prescriptive in that they clearly outline the activities teachers are to do in the MMAs and WCL As and expect teachers to
follow them as laid out. However, using a small number of photos to communicate key steps implies a level of flexibility
in lesson implementation. Teachers are under the impression that they can adjust the lesson's pacing, increasing or
reducing the number of examples or questions depending on learner needs. The accompanying, short, narrative-based
instructions reinforce that impression by proposing that teachers either change the numbers in the original problem or
invent similar-type problems for pupils to solve. The overall impression is one of instructional flexibility within prescribed
activities.
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Finally, the use of photos and speech balloons to capture critical steps in a learning activity reduces the overall cognitive
load of the TG. As the 2021 Structured Pedagogy Literature Review points out, adult brains can only pay attention to a
limited number of tasks or items at one time. When the brain has too much cognitive information to process, it will stop
processing some items to focus on others. BW's decision to use photos reduces the overall cognitive load of interpreting
lesson plans: teachers can quickly and efficiently process the information needed to implement the learning activities,
allowing them to focus on other aspects of the teaching-learning process. Moreover, research suggests (Bagget, 1989,
Kozma, 1991) that information extracted from visuals remains longer in our memory than information extracted from
verbal or text-based information. That is because visual information is "bushier," i.e., it creates in our memory broader
nests of associations for already learned concepts (Baggett, 1989, p119; Kozma, 1991, p 192). Those broader nests build
better mental models of information.
Food for thought - The use of visuals to communicate to teachers how to carry out innovative, learner-centered learning
activities is a strong design feature of the BW programme. The development team should consider researching the extent
to which the visuals:
§ are perceived by teachers to be a more effective means of communicating information than traditional text-based
lesson plans.
§ are interpreted the same way by all teachers.
§ result in a high degree of fidelity of implementation.
§ Influence teachers’ perceptions of the extent to which the innovations proposed can be successfully carried out in
South African classrooms.
It might also be interesting to measure the amount of information teachers can extract from the visuals and the length
of time they retain it.
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CHAPTER 6: BALA WANDE LEARNER ACTIVITY BOOK

6.1 INTRODUCTION
The first five chapters of the review of the Bala Wande (BW ) materials focuses primarily on the Teacher Guide ( TG)
which includes analysis of the mental math activities (MMA) and the whole class learning activities ( WCL A). This chapter
focuses on the Learner Activity Book (L AB) materials that were not reviewed with regard to mathematical content as
part of the Teacher’s Guide ( TG) review, mainly the worksheets and assessment activities. In addition, an independent
confirmatory analysis was conducted to validate the results and conclusions found in the MMA and WCL A in the aspects
that are pertinent from the mathematics learning perspective.
The learner worksheets and assessment activities do not have the same guidelines for implementation as the mental
maths and whole class learning activities do, therefore the methodology of the coding system used for the TG analysis
was not appropriate. As an alternative method of systematic review, the materials were assessed from a more holistic
perspective on the following aspects:
Worksheets
§ the alignment with previous activities, including the extent to which they are supported by the mental maths and whole
class learning activities.
§ the nature and sequencing of the tasks within each worksheet, including the extent to which the use of models and
diagrams addresses the desired learning outcomes and the opportunities for challenging mathematical reasoning and
thinking practices.
Assessment and consolidation
§ the alignment with opportunities to learn as a measure of fairness.
The independent confirmatory analysis for the MMA and WCL A considered the following aspects
§ the mathematics content of the materials, including the sequencing and scaffolding of learning throughout the
programme.
§ the learning design, including the extent to which mathematical models are used and the extent to which their use
supports or enhances learning and alignment with the principles outlined in the CAPS document.
The findings in Chapter 6 of the report are designed to validate the results from the first five chapters and to inform the
aspects that need to be considered as the materials are finalized for this grade level and for subsequent ones.

6.2 LAB WORKSHEETS
Each worksheet in the Learner Activity Book (L AB) follows the mental maths and whole class learning activities ( WCL As).
Since the worksheets are intended to be instructional tools for learners to complete individually with the support of the
teacher, it was important to assess the extent to which the worksheets are aligned with the previous activities.
Strengths and positive trends
Most worksheets are supported by the mental maths learning activities and the whole class learning activities. They
provide additional opportunities for learners to practice the big ideas and concepts discussed during the WCL A and they
also provide a good format for formative assessment as the learners are expected to model the reasoning and thinking
while doing the activities. They also provide appropriate guidance by illustrating the actions with graphical and visual
representations. In particular, the whole class learning activities demonstrate the use of the manipulatives, ten frames,
whole-part-part tables, bonds, and the actions needed by learners for them to engage in the worksheets. However, there
are some tasks in the worksheets that deviate from the preceding teaching and examples - some of the language used
varies (determined by the bubble speeches) as do some of the modelling procedures and ways of thinking required by
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the activities. This is not necessarily a bad feature, as some tasks are an extension or a variation of the whole class
discussion capturing the same concepts, but they do require more scaffolding than the directions or exemplars included
in the L AB. The few instances of misalignment are described below.
6.2.1 TERM 1
Week 2
The only misalignment during this week relates to the use of the word ‘same’ to match two figures. Some learners may
think that all flowers are the same (Day 1, Worksheet item 1) and choose all of them. Some scaffolding and clarification
would be needed here. Later in the same week (Day 3, Worksheet item 2) the word ‘same’ appears again and this time
it is in the context of matching the group of animals with the group of shaded dots. The first use of ‘same’ is related in
mathematics to similar and congruent figures while the second use is related to the one-to-one correspondence between
objects in a set, which is more related to counting.
Week 3
Misalignment during this week relates to the words used to name the geometric shapes. These are not discussed during
the WCL A and there should be no assumption that the learners know the definitions of those shapes. The reason this
is important is because we do not want to create a concept image that is not consistent with the formal definitions that
may have been given in preceding grades. Whenever possible, shapes need to be presented in different positions and
of all forms (for example do not just show right triangles as representation of triangles or showcase triangles with only
triangles with horizontal bases).
Week 4
The directions in the L AB should be consistent with the ones used in the WCL A. For Day 2 Worksheet item 1, the word
‘altogether’ is used to indicate a concept that will be introduced later (addition by combining). In this lesson, the question
should be ‘how many triangles are there now?’ to be consistent with the WCL A language. Similarly, the word ‘left’
associated with subtraction by the take-away model is used while in the WCL A the questions are ‘how many blocks are
there now?’ Consider asking ‘how many animals/figures are there now? The last misalignment during this week is the
concept of adding one/two more to zero objects or resulting in zero objects after taking one/two objects. It is not clear
W
KI • E
if these cases are included in the WCL A with the trains of blocks. If Iibhondi
not, these
zika-5 would need more scaffolding and they
of 5
provide a great opportunity for discussion. These cases are important Bonds
because
they are fore shadow the later properties
of addition and subtraction of x + 0 = x and x – x = 0.
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GAME

WORKSHEET

Zingaphi iindlela onokwenza ngazo u-5?

Week 5

How many different ways can you make 5?

For this week, the space in the L AB for the Day 2 WCL A
(p. 52) have the frames with divisions that suggest the
ways to make 5 and they do not correspond to the TG
directions: Continue in this way until you have recorded
all the bonds of 5: 5 and 0, 0 and 5, 1 and 4, 4 and 1,
2 and 3, 3 and 2. In addition, there are two frames that
suggest a partition of 4 + 1 and 2 + 3. It is also not clear
if the answer to the main question ‘How many ways can
you make 5?’ is 3 or 6. That is, do we count 4 + 1 and
1 + 4 as two different ways? This activity provides a
good opportunity for an informal conversation about the
commutative property of addition.

Umdlalo: Ndifihle ezingaphi?
Game: How many am I hiding?

Zi-5

5
During WCL A Day 3 learners explore different ways to make/break 5. There is no exploration
of 5 and 0 with the blocks
nor a discussion about whether 1 and 4 is different than 4 andZingaphi
1ezikhoyo?
(inizibalisi
a speech bubble or in the other notes). The space
many
for this day includes these cases and learners may need support.HowThere
should be consistency with the words use in the
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speech bubbles and the L AB, is it make 5 or break 5? ‘Make’ is there?
associated with addition and ‘break’ with subtraction/
1
2
part-part model.
Zingaphi ozibonayo?
Zingaphi endizifihlileyo?

Ndim ngoku.

How many can you see?
How many am I hiding?

My turn now.

3 Activity Book
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I see 4 so you are hiding 1.
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The model used for the worksheet during Day 3 utilizes the bond model (instead of the frame) which was introduced on
Day 1. Teachers should be aware that learners are shifting between diagrams/models. In addition, the main purpose of
the activity seems to illustrate the commutative property, however the diagram does not provide support as to why this
is true. A better representation could be the 5 frame with dots illustrating the two partitions (for example 2 and 3 and 3
and 2). Further, the model does not illustrate quantities, just numerals.
Week 6
On Day 1 of this week the numeral ‘10’ is introduced for the first time, there is no discussion regarding why the quantity
of ten is written this way and what the ‘1’ represents when written together with ‘0’. Since the learners have been using
both symbols before, they may need some support in the use of informal language in relation to place value.
The worksheet for Day 3 needs support for the learner to unpack the words ‘Red triangles’, ‘Blue triangles’ etc. No visual
support is provided for the meaning of the words, and it is not clear of such support in the WCL A.
Week 7
The worksheet for Day 2 needs support with blocks or another visualization of the quantities. For Day 3 the worksheet
needs support unpacking the meaning of the words/directions.
Week 8
It is not clear whether the WCL A discuss the case of 6/7/8/9 and 0 as a way ‘to break 6 into two pieces’ count since the
part-part-whole model has the disadvantage that learners may considered 0 as a non-part. The WCL A could pre-empt
this issue by including the example of zero in the discussion. Regarding the worksheet, the same comments given for
Week 5 Day 3 apply here (see above).
Week 9
Same comments as in Week 5 Day 3 for Day 1 of this week’s worksheet.
Week 10
These worksheets are very dependent on the meaning of the position words which are written in the activities. It is
unclear if the teacher will make the necessary connections between the verbal and written representations of the words
during the WCL A. Learners will need support on this aspect when the work on the worksheets.
Day 3 and 4 worksheets ask the learners to apply the concept of ordinal numbers in completing patterns, this was not
part of the WCL A discussion. Day 4 has more support than Day 3.
6.2.2 TERM 2
Week 1
The worksheet for Day 2 aligns well with the preceding discussion during the WCL A, except for the words ‘altogether’ and
‘remain.’ These are not used in the speech bubbles nor in the notes for teachers. Support for learners will be needed to
unpack these words. It is noted that the word ‘altogether’ appears the next day (Day 3). Although the use of the wholepart-part diagram is modelled during WCL A, the teacher needs to be aware that this model does not follow a linear
(left to right) mathematical sentence, first the parts are written and then the whole. A recommendation would be to flip
the diagram or to model with blocks each time. A risk of becoming a task of ‘which number goes where’ increases the
chances of learners making mistakes because of the multiple moving parts. The Day 4 worksheet is not aligned with the
WCL A since learners are expected to use a different visualizations for addition (ten frames and counting on model) while
the WCL A discussion is based on the whole-part-part model and contextual situations. The counting on visual model
needs to flip the picture of the box and biscuits to follow the logic of starting with the number in the box and then counting
on (unless it is not being used as a counting on model).
Week 2
The worksheet that supports the game on Day 2, needs to unpack the written directions. It is not clear on the part that
reads ‘more/less’ in the example. Are the learners expected to select one of the words? The diagrams need support with
the blocks on the following task of the same day’s worksheet. There is evidence from research studies that to find the
first addend in a missing addend model is much more difficult than finding the second addend. This is because to find
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the second addend the learners can count on to reach the sum while for the first addend, they need to try several starting
numbers unless they flip the process. However, we should not expect every learner to use that strategy. In addition, the
addend 0 in the last task is very challenging and needs scaffolding support. Finally, the Day 4 worksheet models the sum
and the first addend, but the second addend is the difference, therefore, to be able to write the expected mathematical
sentences, the learner will need explicit connections with support from the teachers. By now the learners have been
exposed to multiple visualizations of multiple models for addition in a short period of time. If not carefully implemented,
they may create a heavy cognitive load for the learners and not being as effective as expected.
It is not clear if the tasks 2 and 3 on page 21 are expected to be supported with blocks or not. Addition with 0 is expected
but this is discussed in the following week.
Week 3
The Day 1 worksheet is unrelated to the WCL A except for connecting no objects to the numeral 0. There is no addition
concept in any of the tasks. The first task has a 0 count for the red hat and it is not clear why there are two green bows.
For the second task, the sum is already determined, and the task of the learner is just to count the number of objects in
each bin. There is no writing of sentences as suggested in the WCL A discussion. The Day 2 worksheet models ‘counting
on’ while the WCL A discusses partitions (the speech bubbles use the word ‘split’ and there is a direction for teachers
to emphasize the word ‘divide’). This seems to indicate some misalignment. Two of the sums in the second task go
beyond 10 (9 + 7 and 5 + 7). For the Day 3 worksheet, the learner will need support with the written words and all the
moving pieces, connections (written words, verbal words, whole-part-part, addends and sum) need to be explicit and well
established. The Day 4 MM ( TG, p. 98) uses the word ‘answer’ to indicate the sum (Can you find me a number sentence
that has the answer 7?). The word ‘sum’ should be used instead since sometimes the answer is not the sum but the
addends. This may create confusion and misunderstandings, learners may reach the conclusion that the number that
comes after the ‘=’ sign is called an ‘answer’, a common learner misconception.
Week 4
The Day 1 worksheet models the ‘take-away’ view of subtraction with blocks and a whole-part-part diagram with an
equation,I •however
theUSUKU
WCL A4 models
the ‘missing part’ view of subtraction using ten frame visualizations. Learners need
WE
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1 Intaka itye amaqunube ama-2.2Mangaphi
amaqunube
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Write
numbers in
the table and complete the number
A bird eats 2 berries. How many berries are left? Write
thethe
subtraction
sentences.

5
7

–

7
2

1

2
=

5

6

5

6–1= 5
__ – __ = __

Intaka itye amaqunube ama-4. Mangaphi amaqunube
ashiyekileyo? Bhala isivakalisi manani sokuthabatha.
A bird eats 4 berries. How many berries are left? Write the subtraction sentences.

7 – 2 = __
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Week 5
The Day 2 worksheet includes a task (item 2) to complete number bonds, a concept that learners should be familiar with
but there is no connection to the comparison model and to subtraction sentences during the WCL A. The second exercise
(6 – 6 = 0) should be left for the following day where the discussion is about subtractions with 0.
Week 6
Day 1 worksheet, item 3, Day 3, item 2, Day 4, item 2, and Day 5, item 3 need support unpacking the meaning of the
words. Day 3, item 2 repeats the sentence 5 – 3. Day 5 (page 64) has a table with sum over 10 (4 + 10 = 14).
Week 7
In this week there are a lot of words in the worksheets that need support: shorter, shortest, long, longer, longest, tall,
taller, tallest. Many words are used on the same day which may create a situation where the differences in meaning are
not clear.
In Day 2, item 1 is unclear what should be written for the question ‘Which trees are the same size?’. The directions
read ‘Write the number.’ For item 2 on the same day, the strings need to be numbered but it is unclear how (1 for the
shortest?). The numbering may create confusion regarding the lengths of the strings.
The Day 3 worksheet follows the WCL A discussion about the different units used to measure an object. There is
some language that needs careful consideration ( TG, p. 189) that reads ‘so the measurements are not the same’. The
measurements are both measurements of length of the same object, what is different is the unit of measurement and
hence the number of units found (as the measurement of the length) varies. The word ‘difference’ in item 1 of the
worksheet suggests subtraction, since this the way it was used before – a careful look at the directions of this activity
item is needed.
Thelekisa imilinganiselo emaqeleni. Xoxa malunga nokuba kutheni imilinganiselo katitshala neyabafundi
yahlukile nje. Izandla ebezilinganisela ubude zinobude obahlukileyo kungoko ke imilinganiselo ingafani.
Compare the measurements in the groups. Discuss why the teacher and learners get different measurements.
The hands which have been used to measure the length are different lengths and so the measurements
are not the same.
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Day 4, item 5 on the worksheet may create confusion because of the number label of the segments and its length. That
Ukulinganisela ivolyum nekhaphasithi
is, the quantities are being used in different contexts for different purposes.

Measuring volume and capacity

WEKLASI
YONKE
LOKUSEBENZELA
LOKUSEBENZELA
TheIZIBALO
Day 2ZENTLOKO
worksheet includesUMSEBENZI
words such
as ‘most’
that are notIPHEPHA
discussed
in the WCL A and theIPHEPHA
word ‘least’
may be new
WHOLE CLASS ACTIVITY
MENTAL MATHS
WORKSHEET
WORKSHEET
in the context of capacity. In addition, the first item asks ‘Draw something’, it is not clear what the expectation is exactly:

1 Zoba into ezeleyo.
Draw something that is full.

2 Zoba into engenanto.
Draw something that is empty.

3 Bhala izele okanye ayinanto ngentla kwemifanekiso.
Write full or empty above the pictures.

lisehafini/half full
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Because the objects are not drawn to scale is it difficult to know what the expected answers to the tasks may be. For
example, in Day 3, item 5,
seemsimifanekso
unrealistic that
(large) glass
will hold the most, compared to the other given objects:
5 itJonga
uze auphendule
imibuzo.
Look at the pictures and answer the questions.
5 Jonga
imifanekso uze uphendule imibuzo.

Igilasi enkulu ithatha iikomityi
ezincinci
ezi-__
.
Igilasi enkulu
ithatha
iikomityi
___ small cups.
The large glass holds__
ezincinci ezi.

Look at the pictures and answer the questions.

1
1

The large glass holds ___ small cups.

2
2
3
3
I__________
ithatha
kakhulu.
I__________
The _______ holds the most.
ithatha kakhulu.
The _______ holds the most.

Ibhotile ithatha iikomityi
ezincinci
ezi-__.iikomityi
Ibhotile ithatha
The jar holds ___ __
ezincinci ezi- small cups.
.
The
holds ___ small
cups. iikomityi
Le jar
bhotilana
ithatha
ezincinci
ezi-__
.
Le bhotilana
ithatha
iikomityi
The bottle holds ___
small cups.
__
ezincinci ezi.
The bottle
holds ___ small cups.
I__________
ithatha
kancinci.
I__________
The _______ holds the least.
ithatha kancinci.
The _______ holds the least.

6 Jonga imifanekso uze uphendule imibuzo.
In item 6, the boxes are labelled
with numbers unrelated to the capacity of each box. This may create confusion since the
Look at the pictures and answer the questions.
6
Jonga
imifanekso uze uphendule imibuzo.
quantities are used in different context:

2 Zoba ibhola.
1

3 Zoba
ibhokisi.
3

2
2

Look at the pictures and answer the questions.

Draw a ball.1

3
Draw
a box.

Iibloko ezi-__
Iibloko ezi-__
Iibloko ezi-__
ziyayizalisa
ziyayizalisa
ziyayizalisa
Iibloko ezi-__
Iibloko ezi-__
Iibloko ezi-__
ibhokisi.
ibhokisi.
ibhokisi.
ziyayizalisa
ziyayizalisa
ziyayizalisa
___ blocks fill the box.
___ blocks fill the box.
___ blocks fill the box.
ibhokisi.
ibhokisi.
ibhokisi.
___ blocks fill the box.
___ blocks fill the box.
___ blocks fill the box.
Yeyiphi ibhokisi ethatha
Yeyiphi ibhokisi
ethatha
__
__
iibloko
iibloko
Yeyiphiezininzi?
ibhokisi ethatha
Yeyiphiezimbalwa?
ibhokisi ethatha
___
___
Which box holds the most
blocks?
Which
box
holds
the
least
blocks?
iibloko ezininzi? __
iibloko ezimbalwa? __

Week 9

4

Which box holds the most blocks? ___

Which box holds the least blocks? ___

Ukulinganisela
ivolyum
nekhaphasithi
The Day 1
two
aspects, clarity
about
the objects and the scale of the drawings of these
Tikisha (phawula
nge) ibhokisi
ubonise ukuba yibhola na
80
Iveki
8 • Usuku
objects. Are the learners
answering
the3 questions
aboutivolyum
the drawings
or about the actual objects they represent? The
Ukulinganisela
nekhaphasithi
okanye yibhokisi.
second aspect is that the discussion in the WCL A introduces the name ‘box’ for a prism while in the activity learners are
asked to ‘‘Tick the box’. Tick
the box to show if the object is a ball or a box.
80 needs
Ivekisupport
8 • Usukuin3
worksheet
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ibhola

ibhokisi

ibhola

ibhokisi

ibhola

ibhokisi

ball

box

ball

box

ball

box
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12 = 10 + __
The Day 2 worksheet uses the phrase ‘Tick the correct block’ instead of ‘Tick the box’, but ‘block’ is also used for the
manipulatives (3-D). Item 5 on that same day, uses the word ‘odd’ which can create a conflict when later used for ‘odd’
and ‘even’ numbers. 10
In addition,
is not clear what is the ‘odd one’ in the last list of objects and the balls look like circles
= 10 +it__
and not 3-D object:

11 = 10 + __
6.2.3 TERM
88 3

Iveki 9 • Usuku 2

Ukwakha iincochoyi

13 = 10 + __

Week 1

Activity
Book_LB_Term
2_PRINT.indb
88
2020/04/16
12:36 PM
On DayBW 2,
item
2 has
numerals
beyond 15 (p. 4). The numeral 20 has not been discussed in terms of
the ten
frames (see
below). Items 4 and 5 in the same worksheet ask learners to compare quantities, this was not discussed in the WCL A for
2 Similarly,
Fakela amanani
angekhoyo.
numerals up to 15.
on Day 3, items
2 and 3 ask to learners to compare quantities up to 20.

Fill in the missing numbers.

2

1

4

3

11

13

5

7

9

15

17

19

On Day 3, item
4 the language of place value appears for the first time ‘… into tens and ones’, however the WCL A does
4
not introduce these words and it does make connection with the numerals. In Day 4, item 1 it is not clear if they should
write 13 + 2 = 10 + 5 = 15 or 10 + 3 + 2. The WCL A discussion seems to imply that the tasks are reinforcing this way
of adding by decomposing quantities bigger than 10 into tens and ones.
Week 2
On Day 2, item 1 should also encourage learners to write the sentence as 11 + 5 = 10 + 1+ 5 = 16. Similarly, on Day 3,
item 1 should encourage learners to write 19 – 5 = 10 + 4 = 14.
Week 3
On Day 1, item 2 is not supported by the WCL A and the drawings of the animals may imply quantities and not labels.
Scaffolding is needed to enable the learners to write the corresponding number of animals instead of 1 + 1. On Day 2,
item 1 has 5 world problems, the first three can be viewed as ‘take-away’ but the last two are be viewed as ‘comparison’
and other visual models could be more effective here – the WCL A for this day only discusses the take-away model. The
Day 3, item 3 needs support. The quantities are not represented by the diagrams, if this is not supported by the teacher,
the learner can just write 1 hat + 1 candy + 1 ball = 3 objects. Item 4 must be supported by the number line/track.

3

5

Week 5

EK

IVE

W
KI • E

USUKU 2 • DAY 2

10

Ukudibanisa ku-9
Adding onto 9

1

12

4

3

4

Zingaphi?

How many?

UMSEBENZI
WEKLASI
IPHEPHA LOKUSEBENZELA
IPHEPHA LOKUSEBENZELA
It is notIZIBALO
clearZENTLOKO
what the answer
should
beYONKE
for the question
asked by the learner:
WHOLE CLASS ACTIVITY

MENTAL MATHS

+

1 Dibanisa.

10

Add.

+

WORKSHEET

+

1

+

4

=

WORKSHEET

+ xa
Uqaphela ntoni
udibanisa ku-9?

15

What do
you notice
__
+ __
when you add on to 9?

+
+ __ = __

Yintoni umahluko?
What is the difference?

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

9+5=

14

–

9+5=

14 –
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4

– 3 = 1
__ – __ = __
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

11 – 8 = __

12 – 8 = __

20 – 8 = __

11 – 9 = __

3

4

5

Subtract.

Week
0 81

2

3

4

5

6

5

7

8

8

7

I • WE
Day K1,
item
EK

Counts go beyond 20 on
3 Thabatha.
the total.

6

IVE

Week 72

9

IZIBALO ZENTLOKO
MENTAL MATHS

9

10

11

12

13

USUKU 2 • DAY 2

1. It is not clear that the count is cumulative and that the last number represents

Ukudibanisa ku-9
Adding onto 9

10

YONKE16
1 1 UMSEBENZI
12 13 WEKLASI
14 15
17 IPHEPHA
18 19LOKUSEBENZELA
20
WHOLE CLASS ACTIVITY

IPHEPHA LOKUSEBENZELA

WORKSHEET

WORKSHEET

The actions
suggested by the pencils
do not align with the
strategy
of jumping backwards or subtracting 10 and then
Uqaphela ntoni xa
13 – 5 = 8
15 – 7 = __
14 – 8 = __
1 Dibanisa.
udibanisa ku-9?
adding 1.
Add.
What do you notice
14 – 7 = __
14 – 6 = __
13 – 6 = __
14 – 5 = __

13 – 4 = __

15 – 6 = __

15 – 8 = __

13 – 7 = __

= __
913+– 59 =
14

when you add on to 9?

13 – 8 = __

0 1 2 3154–596=7__
8 9 10 1 1 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

14 – 9 =9__
+5=

14

4 Fakela amanani ashiyiweyo
ukuze usombulule ezi ngxaki.
I • WE
USUKU 4 • DAY 4
missing
numbers
to K
solve these
problems. need support.
On DayFill2,in the
item
4, the
following
sentences
0 1 2 It3 is
4 unclear
5 6 7 8 what
9 10 1model/visual
1 12 13 14 15 16 17should
18 19 20be used since these cases
Ukuthabatha okuwelela ngaphaya kwe-10
were not discussed in the WCL9 A.
These
are challenging
equations to solve.
__
bridging
2Subtraction
==
15 +
– __
9
16 – 910= __ 9 + 2 = __
12 – 9 = 3
2 Fumana inani elingekhoyo.
IVE

14 – 5 = 9
17 – 9 = __

EK

9

the missing
IZIBALOFind
ZENTLOKO

number.
UMSEBENZI WEKLASI YONKE

11 – 9 = __

MENTAL MATHS

18 – __ = 9

IPHEPHA LOKUSEBENZELA

UMDLALO

WORKSHEET

GAME

WHOLE CLASS ACTIVITY

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

15 – __ = 7
12 – __ = 9 9 + 9 = __

__
119
79
9 ===
1 Thabatha.
__
13–+
–4
Subtract.

77 181 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
– 6 =Subtracting
8
09 1 2Week
3 4 85•__
6Day
7 –
9=
10
28 4
9+4=
+ 4 = __computation without any scaffolding and
On Day 3, item 2 is not supported
by __
the WCL A. This is also a9 challenging
13 – __ = 9
14 – __ = 7
support given in visuals/models.

14

Week 9

11 – 5 =

6

12 – 8 = __

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

__
6
9 + –69==__

__9 –+86==9__

0 but
1 2 it3 is4 unclear
5 6 7 8how
9 10 to
1 1 12 13 14 15
17 18 19 20
Again, on Day 4, item 4 3suggests
10 __
the16 subtraction.
Sombulula
ufakele imibala.
12using
– 8uze
= frames,
13 –model
5 = __
__
__
9 and
+ colour.
3=
9+3=
Solve

12

–7=5

0 1 2 3 4 5 611 7 –869=
10 51 1 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

9 + 7 = __
14 – __ = 8
17 – 8 = __

9 + 7 = __
__ = 8
__ – 7 =167–

__ – 9 = 9

16 – 6 = __

46

15 – __ = 8

__ – 7 = 8

6.2.4 TERM 4
Week 1

2 Fakela amanani
ashiyiweyo.
14 – 6 = __
Fill in the missing numbers.

16

17 – __ = 9

__ – 8 = 5

15 – 8 = __

14

13

__form
On Day 1, item 1 aligns well __
with –all9 the
= 8exercises that have the
– 9 7=+7 _ _ _ _ = 15. However, the number sentences
9
7 support since the reasoning may5be very different for these
of the form _ _ _ + 6 = 11 are 7more challenging
and require
than for the previous form. These
should
at the14end. 15In addition,
7
8sentences
9
10
13
16
17the WCL
18 A does not discuss how to
11be placed
12
approach number sentences of the 15
form 17 – _ _ _ _ = 9, there
is
only
a
note
to
the
teachers
to repeat the steps above
11
17
for these problems.
89
Week 9 • Day 3
Find the missing number

8

6

9

Similarly for item 3, the missing subtrahend sentences should be left towards the end. For Day 2, item 1, the sequence
of problems can be90improved by leaving all the ‘missing first term’ problems (such as ‘_ _ _ – 7 = 4 and _ _ _ _ + 7 =
13’) at the end. These are all more challenging to model since the learner has to abstractly start with an unknow (“I have
some objects…”).
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WORKSHEET

ASSESSMENT

1 Gqibezela ipatheni. Tikisha ibhokisi echanekileyo.
Complete the pattern. Tick the correct boxes.

39

Week 2

37

36

35

Bala usiya phambili

34
Bala ubuya umva

Count forwards
Count backwards
The WCL A uses the 100 chart to count
‘forwards’ and ‘backwards’,
the use of these words does not connect to the value
ngoo-1
ngezi-2
of the numerals, instead it just gives a sense of direction (perhaps morengezi-5
appropriate for the number line model). When
in 1s
in 2s
in 5s
learners are working on Day 1, item 2, the layout of the numerals seems to be more appropriate to promote thinking of
the quantities as increasing (counting
up)ubhale
or decreasing
(counting down) by one. On Day 2, item 1, the last exercise,
2 Bala uze
izivakalisi manani.
Count and write the number sentences.
the pattern is one of 10s, but there is no choice for it. All of the exercises for this day are dependent on the learners’
izangqa thus support is needed to unpack the meaning of the words in the context of
understanding of the written instructions,
circles
the mathematics.

During Day 4 the WCL A introduces the phrase ‘greater than’ as words to be used in skip counting, however the use of
these words or skip counting is not the focus of this day worksheet.
Week 4

__ + __ + __ + __ + __ + __ = __

On Day 1, item 2 has exercises that need support regarding how to model the operations with the 10 frame and the
3 WCL
Dibanisa
uze uthabathe.
number line. The corresponding
A focuses
on using the number table.
2

Add and
subtract.uze
Dibanisa

uthabathe.

Add and subtract.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

8 + 6__
+ 7=
= 1213

9
+ 9__
= 18
5+
= 14

0 0 1 1 22 33 4 55 66 77 889 910101 1 1121 12
13 151416151716181719 18
13 14
20 19 20

–9=
15 –17__
= __
8

1411 –– 6__
= __
=4
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Item 3 on the same day asks the learner to ‘Solve the problems’, however the operation 41is already indicated. Hence
8 + __ = 12
9 + __ = 18
the questions should be, add or subtract
to answer the questions.
Alternatively, this can be a more open question, with
scaffolding, to give the learner the opportunity to choose
calculate. The second exercise
0 1 2 3 4the
5 6 operation
7 8 9 10 1 1 12 13first
14 15 16and
17 18 19then
20
should be ‘+’.
__
__
15 –
=8
11 –
=4
3 Sombulula ezi ngxaki.
Solve the problems.

Iihagu ezi-9 neegusha ezi-3.
Zingaphi izilwanyana?
9 pigs and 3 sheep.
How many animals?

9

+

3

=

12

Efama sineenkukhu ezi-6 nemivundla
esi-7. Zingaphi izilwanyana
ezikhoyo?
6 chickens and 7 rabbits on the farm.
How many animals?

__ + __ = __

Sinezilwanyana ezili-12, ezi-4
ngamahashe. Eziseleyo ziinkomo.
Zingaphi iinkomo?
12 animals and 4 are horses.
The rest are cows.
How many cows?

34

Iveki 4 • Usuku 1

__ – __ = __

Ukudibanisa nokuthabatha

On Day 3, item 1, the patterns do not have a clear repeating unit. During the WCL A the unit is clear because of the use
of colour, in the worksheet there is no clear way to determine the unit, is the unit the first two figures or the four figures
represented? Depending on the unit, the learner can create different ways to extend or continue the pattern (not to
complete) the pattern. This does allow for discussion of alternative solutions.
On Day 3, item 1 needs to be supported by visuals or models as well as unpacking the meaning of the words double and
half. Perhaps this item could be placed after item 3 where the 10 frame provides support.
On Day 4, the WCL A discussion uses the 100 chart to reveal relationships and patterns, however the worksheet is about
making connections between skip counting and repeated addition which fore shadow the concept of multiplication.
Learners during this activity may be challenged to see the different numerals representing the different concepts. For
example, the table has numerals that represent cumulative counts which do not correspond to the addends in the addition
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2 Gqibezela ipatheni. Tikisha ibhokisi echanekileyo.

the pattern. Tick the correct boxes.
sentence. Support is neededComplete
to make
the connections.

48
58 60 62
50uze ubhale
52 izivakalisi
54 56manani.
3 Bala
Count and write the number sentences.
Bala usiya phambili
Bala ubuya umva
Count
forwards
oonxantathu

64

66

Count backwards
izangqa

triangles
ngoo-1

ngezi-2 circles

ngezi-5

in 1s

in 2s

in 5s

13 2 + 2 +15 2 = 6
iingxande
Bala
usiya phambili
rectangles

__ + __ + __ + __ = __ 22
izikwere
Bala ubuya umva

squares

Count a
backwards
For item 2 on the same day, one of the exercises may not have
clear answer about counting backwards or forwards
ngoo-1
ngezi-2
ngezi-5
since both are needed to complete the pattern. In order to complete the
first two spots, you count backwards from 40
in 1s
in 2s
in 5s
and for the rest you count forwards.
Count forwards

__ + __ + __ = __

izangqa

circles

40

izangqa

circles

Bala usiya phambili
Count forwards

ngoo-1
in 1s

Week 6

__ + __ + __ + __ = __

60

Bala ubuya umva

ngezi-2

__ + __ =in __
2s

izikwere
3 Dibanisa
amachokoza
squares

ngokubala ngezi-5.

Count backwards

ngezi-5

__ + __ + __
in 5s + __ = __
oonxantathu

triangles

the dotstobysharing
counting in equally.
5s.
On Day 2, items 1 and 2 bothJoinrelate
This is modelled in the WCL A as ‘one for you, one for me’ which
corresponds to a repeated subtraction model of division. However, the worksheet suggests a partition view of division (or
__ + __ + __ = __
__ + __ + __ + __ = __
sharing) which is much harder for large number of objects like the last four exercises where the learner needs to partition
oonxantathu
iingxande
15 or 18 objects. For Day 3, the speech
bubbles are answer-centred
and do not illustrate how to make the groups equally
rectangles
triangles
– repeated subtraction like in Day 2 or partition model? On Day 4, the game uses the word remainders and the other
learning activities, including the WCL A and worksheet uses the words ‘left over’, more consistency is needed.

Week 7

__ + __ = __

__ + __ + __ + __ = __

38
The Day 2 and Day 3 worksheets
withzamanani
the words
shapes
that have not been discussed previously.
Ivekipresent
4 • Usuku tasks
3 Iipatheni
kunye for
neepatheni
zejiyometri
For example, to learners must identify rectangles (and count how many there are). There may be confusion if learners
40
Iveki 4 • Usuku 4 Ipatheni zamanani
consider that squares are also rectangles and
do not distinguish between them. Alternatively, only the one shape could be
included, as in item 3, Day 7. One could also say ‘rectangles that are not squares’. This is a complicated issue; however,
the materials should aim to be mathematically correct in order to avoid misunderstandings in the early grades that could
create misconceptions later on.

6.3 ASSESSMENTS AND CONSOLIDATION
The review of the assessment and consolidation worksheets was focused on the extent to which the learning activities
provide learners opportunities to learn (OTL) as an indicator of the fairness of the assessment materials. Similar to the
worksheets, the assessment materials do not have explicit guidelines for implementation with respect to the use of
manipulatives. It is assumed that the learner is allowed to use any support during the WCL A discussions.
For the most part, all the assessments and consolidation worksheets are well aligned with the opportunities the learners
had to learn, based on the supporting learning activities. The ones that follow are the ones that could be improved.
6.3.1 TERM 1
Week 4
Items 2 and 3 - Although the task is assessing a concept discussed during the week, the nature of the task is new. The
WCL A discussion regarding this concept uses the phrase ‘more than 2’ rather than ‘bigger than 2’. This is related to the
recommendation of streamlining the language for all the materials.
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Week 5
The assessment activity aligns with OTL except with the model x + y = ?, learners were always given the sum and they
found the missing addend.
The consolidation activity aligns with previous week’s knowledge and concepts but not necessarily with the current
week’s OTL.
Week 7
There is alignment with OTL, however it is missing the '1 more/less, 2 more/less' concepts. Arranging quantities from
smallest to biggest were not discussed during the lesson.
6.3.2 TERM 2
Week 3
Item 3 - For this particular item, the learners are asked to write an addition story. This is the first time they are explicitly
asked to write the story. During the week they are encouraged to verbalize stories and to discuss solutions to problems
but not to write stories.
Week 6
Items 2 and 3 of the consolidation worksheets, the format and presentation of the items are new and not discussed during
the week’s OTL.
Week 8
Item 3 - In the assessment worksheet, it is not clear how to determine if one container has more than or less than when
there is no measuring unit given and the objects are not drawn to scale.
Week 9
There are objects in these assessments that technically can both roll and slide depending how they are oriented. Such as
the pen, the can, the glue container, etc. Not clear the learners had OTL these differences. In addition, the phrase ‘3-D’
is used in the directions for the last item and it is not clear this was explicitly defined during the week’s OTL.
6.3.3 TERM 3
Week 4
Items 2 and 3 - The learners can tick the correct bucket without counting. During the lessons, they also had to count the
number of blocks on each bucket.
Week 5
Item 2 - This particular task was not discussed during the week; however, learners have had OTLs in the weeks before.
Week 6
Item 3 - Similar comment related to expecting the learner to write a story as in TERM 2, Week 3. Learners have had OTL
only orally and not written.
Week 8
Item 2 - This particular task (number bonds) was not discussed during the week; however, learners have had OTLs in the
weeks before.
Week 9
Item 3 - This particular task was not discussed during the week; however, learners have had OTLs the concepts in the
weeks before. The format appears in TERM 4, Day 2 worksheet (Item 3).
Week 10
Items 3 and 4 - These particular tasks were not discussed during the week; however, learners have had OTLs in the
weeks before.
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6.3.4 TERM 4
Week 8
Most of the items in the assessment worksheet depend on the context and there are multiple correct answers, or it cannot
be determined with the information given.

6.4 CONFIRMATORY ANALYSIS OF WCLA
The first part of this report analysed many aspects of the WCL A as part of the Teacher Guide ( TG). In this part of the
report, we describe a confirmatory analysis performed in two aspects: mathematical content and learning design. All
lessons from TERM 1 and half of lessons from TERM 2 were independently coded with the same system as the reviewer
from the first part of the report. After these codes were applied and the results were compared, it was found that the
same evidence and claims were supported. Hence validating the quantitative methodology and analysis.

6.5 SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR LAB
The worksheets are for the most part aligned with the whole class learning activities ( WCL A). They provide opportunities
for learners to practice and reinforce the big ideas and concepts discussed during the WCL A. They also provide
opportunities for discussion demonstrating reasoning and thinking. Some provide opportunities for multiple strategies for
the exploration of concepts. For the most part the nature and sequence of the topics is appropriate with a good number
of challenging tasks to promote further thinking and discussion.
Since the worksheets do not have explicit guidelines, what follows are some elements that could be considered when
thinking about ways of improving the worksheets for implementation
§ Consider streamlining the formal and informal language used in the MM, WCL A, worksheets and assessments. In
some worksheets, different words are used to refer to the same concept. More consistency across words and ways to
describe actions is needed.
§ To improve the effectiveness of implementation and create mathematical mental images of concepts, the instructions
or directions of the tasks should be less answer-centred (‘Fill in the missing number’ or ‘Find the missing number’ or
‘Find the answer’). Instead, mathematical processes and language should be used (for example, ‘Add and write the
sum’ or ‘Complete the number sentence’).
§ The worksheets can be strengthened by using units when appropriate, not just when the topic is about measurement. It
is important to make a difference between the mathematical objects the learners are counting (items, group of items,
segments, shapes, etc.).
§ Consider not exposing the learners to too many models on the same day or even on the same week. The WCL A focuses
only on one or two models at a time, but the worksheets tend to have multiple ones. This makes the treatment of the
concept less coherent.
§ Teachers need to be warned about the limitations of the models, in particular for modelling different views of operations.
§ There is little sense of quantity beyond 20. Most of the discussion was in relation to the patterns observed in the
100-chart but only with symbolic representation. The place value is not emphasized to make meaning of the numerals,
so it is hard to tell whether the learners are perceiving the symbols (numerals) with a quantity in mind. (See endnote 3)
§ All tasks with complex vocabulary need to be scaffolded for proper/common understanding of the vocabulary to be
developed. More comments, such as the one below, would support this:
Abafundi mabaxoxe ngala magama athi phinda kabini kwaye bachuze ukuba kuthetha mtonioko
besebenzisa amazwi abo. Yenza imizekelo yokuphinda kabini eliqela kunye neklasi.
Allow learners to discuss the word double and to explain what it means using their own words. Do more
examples of doubling with the class.
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Consider improving the opportunities for learners to practice reasoning by adding directions/speech bubble comments
that direct the learner to discuss reasons why, ways of thinking and sharing. Below are some suggestions that could be
used, depending on the purpose of the practice of inquiry. The following list suggests questions that could be used to
push students to make sense of mathematics and to reason about mathematical concepts.
§ Compare and contrast
How are … alike?
How are they different?
§ Given a condition, predict forward
What would happen if ... ?
§ Given an outcome, predict backward
How can I make … happen?
Is it possible to … ?
§ Analyse a connection/relationship
When will … be (larger, equal to, exactly twice, …) compared to … ?
When will … be as big (as small) as possible?”
§ Generalize/make conjectures
When does … work?
Under what conditions does … behave this way?
Describe how to find … ?
Is this always true?
§ Justify/prove mathematically
Why does … work?
Will is always work?
§ Consider assumptions inherent in the problem
What will happen if the assumptions are changed, i.e., suppose the triangle is not a right triangle, then…
§ Interpret information, make/ justify conclusions
The data supports …
This … will make … happen because …
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION
The BW GR1 programme is a rich and comprehensive instructional package. It provides teachers with a TG that
outlines all learning and related assessment activities for the year and pupils with a L AB that supports these activities. It
also supplies teachers with weekly videos that show master teachers implementing and discussing the learning activities
for the week and a bilingual dictionary (English, IsiXhosa) of mathematics terms. It provides them with a resource kit of
teacher-size manipulatives and flashcards to implement those activities, as well as large-scale posters. It supplies pupils
with a resource kit of smaller, pupil-sized flashcards, posters, and manipulatives. The programme has field tested many,
although not all, of the activities with classroom teachers. The advent of the COVID pandemic limited the field testing of
terms three and four materials.
The BW programme aligns with the definition of a structured pedagogical approach. One of the basic tenets of that
programme is that teachers follow a clear progression of learning outcomes and adopt specific evidence-based teaching
and learning approaches likely to result in improved learning outcomes. That is the case of the BW programme. It
addresses the learning outcomes for GR1 in the CAPS document and proposes progressively more challenging learning
outcomes as pupils advance through the terms. With a few exceptions, proposed learning progressions reflect what one
would expect in a research-based programme: 78% of BW WCL As build on or extend learning outcomes addressed in
previous lessons. The TG includes weekly performance indicators keyed to the targeted learning outcomes for continuous
assessment and regular summative assessments, keyed to these same learning outcomes.
Structured pedagogy programmes also introduce initiatives to ensure that teachers follow the recommended learning
progressions. This usually takes the form of TGs that outline daily or weekly scopes and sequences and indicate the type
of teaching and learning activities required to meet learning targets.
TGs can vary significantly according to the level of detail provided to teachers. Some provide detailed, daily scripted
lessons, whereas others present general guidelines that teachers are to follow. The BW TG is highly structured and
scripted. However, it gives the illusion of being less so because it does not rely on text-based scripted lessons. Instead, it
uses a few photographs with speech bubbles to capture critical moments in the WCL A and has learners complete followup worksheets and games in the L AB. By quickly scanning the photographs and presumably watching the accompanying
videos, teachers can quickly figure out how to lead each 90-minute lesson. The extensive use of visuals (videos, photos)
has the potential to temper one of the primary criticism of structured pedagogical approaches, namely the excessive
use of overly scripted, text-based lessons in an attempt to "teacher-proof" teaching and learning (Structured Pedagogy
Literature Review, 2021).
Other key findings from the data include the following:
§ The weighting of mathematical domains generally aligns with the CAPS’ recommendations. Three out of four
BW WCL As (74%) focus on Number, Operations, and Relationships, compared with 65% in CAPs. Ten percent of
WCL As focus on measurement. CAPs recommends 9%. The BW programme, however, underweights Shape and Space
(7% of WCL A compared with 11% in CAPs), Patterns and Algebra (6% versus 10% in CAPs), and Data handling (3%
compared with 5% in CAPs).
§ The learning activities proposed in the TG acknowledge and reflect the principles of effective mathematics
teaching and learning outlined in the MTLF-SA.
§ The BW is cognitively challenging. Only 13% of WCL As are "knowing" activities, i.e., activities designed to transmit
information to learners. The remaining 87% of activities addressed higher-level thinking skills, including Conceptual
understanding (43%), Procedural fluency (15%), and Strategic competencies (7%). Almost one out of four WCL As (225)
develops some aspect of mathematical reasoning (22%): making a conjecture, analysing relationships, evaluating an
idea, strategy, or method, generalizing a rule, or solving a non-routine problem. The emphasis on higher-level thinking
skills aligns with the assertion in CAPs that one of the specific aims of Mathematics programmes is to "develop in
learners deep conceptual understanding to make sense of mathematics" (p. 8).
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§ That said, the weighting of cognitive dimensions varies greatly by term. In term one, for example, we found no
examples of WCL As that focused on reasoning, strategic competency, or procedural fluency. As pupils progress
through the terms, the situation changes, and the number of activities that focus on strategic competency, reasoning,
and procedural fluency increases. Although this may reflect the specific nature of the learning outcomes covered in
term one, it may be worth re-examining the WCL As to expand their focus.
§ The programme develops pupils' mental mathematics abilities. Fifteen to twenty minutes each day is devoted to
games or other activities to this skill. Moreover, MMAs carefully sequenced: 90% build on previously-developed skills.
Although most MMAs focus on developing pupils' procedural fluency (54%), one in three (30%) focuses on conceptual
understanding.
§ The programme makes extensive use of models and manipulatives to represent abstract mathematical concepts:
90% of WCL As and 78% of MMAs use manipulatives or models of some kind. All WCL As and MMAs (100%) that use
manipulatives use them accurately and effectively.
§ Moreover, manipulatives are generally in the hands of pupils (29% of WCL As) or both pupils and teachers (61% of
WCL As). This weighting reflects what one would expect in a learning-centered classroom.
§ Manipulative use is sustainable: Teachers or parents could easily make three of the four most commonly used WCL A
manipulatives (counters, tens frames, number lines, or number tracks) from low-cost or no-cost manipulatives. The
same is true of MMAs. The top four manipulatives or models used: dot cards, number name or symbol cards, bead
strings, and fingers or body parts, account for 89% of manipulative use in MMAs. The four manipulatives require little
or no cost to procure. Except for the multi-fix blocks used extensively in WCL As, it is possible to implement the BW
programme with low-cost or no-cost materials. This is a critical consideration for low-income countries interested in
adopting the programme.
§ The programme gives equal weighting to real-life problem-solving situations and context-free operations. In
half of WCL As, pupils initially explore a concept by attempting to solve a real-life related mathematics problem such
as obtaining or giving away sweets. Once learners have explored the addition and subtraction concepts in the context
of real-life problem-solving situations, they move on to context-free additions and subtractions.
§ The programme emphasizes exploring strategies or methods for calculating (strategic competencies): seven
percent of WCL A focus on this skill. Incorporating a few simple changes would increase the percentage considerably
(see recommendations below).
§ The photos and speech bubbles used to explain WCL As model practices associated with learning-centered
teaching. These include asking questions that require learners to explain their thinking or the strategies uses (8% of
all teacher interaction patterns coded ), asking open-ended questions (12% of interaction patterns coded), and asking
closed-answer questions with more than one answer (3%). The majority of interaction patterns, however, focus on
asking closed answer questions (38%), telling (24%), or explaining what to do (14%).
§ The percentage of interactions that focus on higher-level thinking skills increases in terms three and four. They are
relatively absent from terms one and two.
• Pupils' involvement in mathematics lessons shifts as the programme progresses. 88% of term one WCL A photos
and 30% of term two do not contain pupil speech balloons. Pupils are silent observers of mathematics. In terms
and four, however, pupils' role in the teaching-learning process shifts dramatically: half or more of pupil speech
balloons have pupils explaining or justifying their thinking or the strategies used to solve a problem or an equation.
Less than 3% of photos do not have any pupil speech balloons. Pupils in these terms are active participants in the
learning process.
• The WCLAs, as their name implies, rely heavily on whole class teaching activities 73% of WCL As are whole
class groupings, and 10% involve independent work. Small group, paired or triad, learning activities make only 14%
of learning groupings coded. This pattern is a significant departure from the recommendations in the CAPS. That
document recommends that teachers group learners of similar abilities together, in smaller groups, and work with
each groups individually to explore targeted concepts.
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§ That said, we believe that most of WCLAs, if implemented as outlined, would result in most learners attaining
the targeted earning outcome, either fully (75%) or partially (21%). We found only 3% of WCL As to be less than
effective.
§ MMAs are highly effective. We believed that the major of these activities would result in most learners attaining
(91%) or partially attaining (6%) the targeted learning outcome.
§ The TG supports the development of teacher's pedagogical content knowledge. All (100%) of the weekly concept
development overviews include statements to that effect. We also found 73 incidences where the text narrative
accompanying the WCL A photos included references to pedagogical content knowledge.
• The photos and speech balloons used to describe the WCLAs are generally very clear. We rated 61% of the
148 WCL As as having very clear illustrations, meaning that a teacher could quickly and accurately figure out how
to carry out the activity by scanning the photos. We rated a further 39% as being somewhat clear. Changing the
photos, the speech balloons, or the accompanying short narrative would increase their clarity. For MMAs, we rated
85% of the photos and speech balloons accompanying the 148 activities as being very clear.
• Finally, although we did not capture this aspect in the coding, the BW TG is very attractive, inviting, and
engaging. It uses colour, illustrations, and photos extensively and text-based explanations or instructions sparingly.
It includes a "lesson plan flow chart" to help teachers situate, at a glance, where they are in the lesson and what
activities come next. It uses a repetitive structure: each week is structured the same way, as is each day. This
purposeful repetition reduces the cognitive load for teachers using the programme. When the programme uses text,
t is short, concise, and to the point.
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CHAPTER 8: RECOMMENDATIONS
In finalizing the BW programme developers may want to give some consideration to the following:
§ The amount of instructional time devoted to Patterns and Algebra, Shape and Space, and Data Analysis. The
BW programme devotes less time to these domains than recommended in CAPS. At the same time, it allocates more
time to Number, Operations, and Relationships than recommended in CAPS. The development of number-related skills
may be coming at the expense of other skills.
§ The use of an integrated approach to redress the above imbalance. The analysis only captures the primary
domain addressed in WCL As. It does not capture secondary domains addressed in integrated lessons, i.e., lessons
that focus primarily on one domain (for example, Number, Operations, and Relationships), integrate learnings related
to another domain. In a number of the integrated WCL As we examined, there were issues with the sequencing of
learning in the secondary domain. Pupils complete a task that draws on concepts they had not yet developed. In such
cases, teachers are reduced to "telling" pupils the necessary learning required to complete the activity. This practice
compromises learning.
§ Anomalies identified in the progression of learning across the four terms. The report outlines incidences where
we questioned the logic of the progression. Examples include delaying skip counting and increasing number patterns
until term four but introducing repeated addition (which relies on a knowledge of skip counting) or complicated addition
and subtraction patterns (which rely on increasing number patterns) before term four. Programme developers could
address some of these anomalies by modifying the MMAs in a given term.
§ The degree to which expectations of pupil reading abilities in the BW programme align with the reading
curriculum. The mathematics programme expects pupils to read number names (in words) in week four of term one.
In many countries, pupils in week four are still exploring letters and the sounds they make. They may not have covered
all letters in the alphabet or moved on to using their knowledge of letter-sound relationships to decode words. Moving
this WCL A to later in the term or to term two may result in better learning.
• Although this review did not focus on the L AB per se, the font size used may not be sufficient to support beginning
readers. It would be worthwhile to check with reading specialists and align the reading specifications of the
mathematics materials with those of the reading programme.
• Finally, it was not clear whether the programme expects pupils to read, independently, the text in the L AB or whether
teachers are to read it aloud. Clarifying expectations around this point would be helpful.
§ Increase the emphasis on reading and strategic competencies in the WCL As by modifying teacher/pupil speech
balloons or the short narrative that accompanies photos, particularly in terms one and two. The design of the WCL As
seems to focus, particularly in the last two terms, on these two skills. However, that is not communicated explicitly in
WCL A photos and narratives. Including more examples of speech balloons that have teachers asking: "What did you
notice?" or "How did you get that answer?/ What strategy did you use?" would provide teachers with much-needed
guidance as to how they can better develop these two skills in their classroom.
§ Consider whether programme makes sufficient use of real-world problems (as opposed to context-free
calculations). The BW programme uses a real-world problem-solving approach in approximately half of the WCL As.
However, the percentage varies significantly by term. In term two, for example, when pupils are exploring addition and
subtraction, 78% of WCL As present pupils with a problem-solving situation, ask them to represent the situation with
a physical model, and then solve it. In terms one and three, roughly one-third of WCL As ( 34% and 31% respectively)
use such an approach.
§ Examine the role of teachers and learners in the mathematics classroom portrayed in the photos and speech
balloons. The photos and speech balloons can be powerful tools for communicating key elements of a learningcentered classroom advocated in the MTLF-SA. Making minor, strategic adjustments to teacher and pupil speech
balloons may help teachers better understand the vision articulated in the MTLF-SA and how to implement it. For
example, having teachers ask pupils to explain their thinking or reasoning, or having pupils ask a question or explaining
the strategies they used.
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§ Consider the place of group and pair work in WCLAs. The BW learning design uses predominantly whole class
groupings. There are relatively few instances of small group work and certainly not the type of small-group learning
activities recommended in the CAPS where teachers work with a small group of learners of similar ability levels to
explore a targeted concept. This pattern is a significant departure from the CAPS recommendations.
§ Consider reducing the size of the LAB pages in the TG by 25% to incorporate guidance for teachers on whether
pupils are to use manipulatives when completing the activities or whether they are to do them individually or with a
partner. The guidance could also focus on linking the formative assessment criteria outlined in the weekly overview
pages to specific activities in the L AB pages. The latter change might increase the likelihood that teachers use the
weekly formative assessment indicators.
§ Finally, using visuals to communicate to teachers how to carry out learner-centered activities is a central and innovative
feature of the BW programme.
• The development team should consider researching:
• The nature and amount of information teachers can extract from the visuals and the length of time they can mentally
retain that information, as opposed to text-based lesson plans
• Whether teachers perceive the visuals to be a more effective means of communicating information than traditional
text-based lesson plans
• Whether the visuals:
• are interpreted the same way by all teachers
• result in a high degree of fidelity of implementation
• Influence teachers’ perceptions of whether the innovations proposed can be carried out successfully in South African classrooms.
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ANNEXES

CODING SYSTEM
Table A1: Math domains and subdomains
Domains

Subdomains
1.1 Count objects
1.2 Count forward and backward

Number concept
development

1.3 Number symbols and number names (recognize, identify and read)
1.4 Describe, compare, and order numbers (cardinal, ordinal)
1.5 Place value
1.6 Problem-solving techniques
1.7 Addition and subtraction

Number and number
operations

Problem-solving in context

1.8 Repeated addition leading to multiplication
1.9 Grouping and sharing leading to division
1.10 Sharing leading to fractions
1.11 Money
1.12 Strategies or methods
1.13 Addition and subtraction

Context-free calculations

1.14 Repeated addition leading to multiplication
1.15 Grouping and sharing leading to division
1.16 Mental mathematics
1.17 Fractions

2. Patterns and algebra

2.1 Geometric Patterns
2.2 Number Patterns
3.1 Position, orientations and views (and directions)

3. Shape and space

3.2 3-D objects (recognize and describe ball and box shapes: describe, sort, and compare
3-D objects by size, color, roll and slide)
3.3 2-D shapes (recognize, describe circles, triangles, squares; describe and compare by
size, colour, straight sides, curved sides)
3.4 Symmetry (recognize symmetry in body; geometric and non-geometric objects)
4.1 Time (ordering daily events; comparing lengths of time; morning, afternoon, evening;
yesterday, today, tomorrow; days of the week, months of the year; birthdays; )

4. Measurement

4.2 Length (compare and order by putting objects side by side; measure, compare, etc.
using non-standard units;
4.3 Mass (same as length)
4.4 Capacity (same as length)
5.1 Collect and sort objects
5.2 Represent sorted collection of objects

5. Data handling

5.3 Discuss and report on sorted collections of objects
5.4 Collect and organize data
5.5 Represent data (in pictographs: one-to-one correspondence)
5.6 Analyse and interpret data
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Table A2: Level of cognitive complexity (from 2003 TIMSS Assessment Framework)
Dimension

Subdimension
K1 Recall - Definitions, vocabulary, units, number facts, number properties, properties of plane
figures; mathematical conventions

Knowing (K ) - Activities designed to transmit
information to learners

K2 Recognize, identify - Mathematical entities that are equivalent: e.g., equivalent fractions;
equivalencies between fractions and decimals, etc.
K3 Compute - Know procedures for adding, subtracting, multiplying, dividing; estimating measures;
approximating numbers; solving equations; etc.
K4 Use tools - Use measuring instruments, read scales, draw lines, etc.
CU1 Knowing - That length, area are conserved under certain conditions; have an appreciation of
exclusion and inclusion; equally likely, cardinality and ordinality, place value

Conceptual understanding (CU)– Activities
designed to develop learners’ conceptual
understanding of mathematical concepts,
operations, and relations. 4

CU2 Classifying - Objects and shapes, numbers, expressions, and ideas according to common
properties; order number and objects by attributes
CU3 Represent - Numbers using models; display information or data in tables, graphs, tables;
generate equivalent representations for a given entity or relationship
CU4 Formulate - Formulate problems or situations that can be modeled by a given equation or
expression
PF1 - Increase speed with basic facts; develop strategies to solve basic facts

Procedural fluency (PF ) – Activities designed to
help learners carrying out procedures flexibly,
accurately, efficiently, and appropriately.
Included in this coding are exercises and routine
problem-solving situation

PF2 - Routine problems - Select an efficient strategy or method for solving problems when there is
a known algorithm or method of solution
PF3 - Routine problems: Generate an appropriate model, such as an equation or diagram, for
solving a routine problem
PF5 - Routine problems - Apply knowledge of facts, procedures, and concepts to solve routine
mathematical problems

Strategic competencies (SC) – Activities
designed to help learners identify and use
appropriate strategies and devise their own
strategies to solve mathematical problems.

SC1 - Formulate, represent, and decide on appropriate strategies to solve mathematical problems;
Identify and use appropriate strategies and devise their own strategies to solve mathematical
problems
R1 - Hypothesize, conjecture, predict - Make suitable conjectures while investigating patterns,
discussing ideas, proposing models, examining data sets
R2 - Analyse - Determine and describe or use relationships between variables or objects in
mathematical situations

Reasoning (R)– Activities that have learners
justify, explain, and reflect on their mathematical
thinking; develop mathematical arguments,
or make inferences based on mathematical
knowledge

R3 - Evaluate - Discuss and critically evaluate a mathematical idea, conjecture, problem-solving
strategy, method, proof, etc.
R4 - Generalize - Extend the domain to which the result of mathematical thinking and problemsolving is applicable by restating results in more general and widely-applicable terms
R7 - Solve non-routine problems - Solve problems set in mathematical or real-life contexts that
learners are very unlikely to have encountered before; apply mathematical procedures in unfamiliar
contexts
R8 - Justify or Prove - Provide evidence for the validity of an action or the truth of a statement
by referencing mathematical results or properties; develop mathematical arguments to prove or
disprove statements, given relevant information (e.g., use the number line to show that he sentence
50 + 30 = 80 is true

4 Included in this coding are mathematical investigations or problems designed to have pupils develop new understandings or use mathematical models (manipulatives,
diagrams) to represent their understanding.
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Table A3: Codings, learning progression analysis
Focus of coding
Do learners have the prior knowledge necessary
to engage meaningfully in learning activity

Does the activity reinforce or extend learning
from previous lessons?

Coding used
§
§
§
§

Yes, based on previous lesson
Partially, but some knowledge is missing or assumed
No
Not appropriate for coding

§ Yes, it is a logical progression and learners should be able to complete activity with their prior
knowledge
§ Some aspects progress logically, but there are other aspects that do not
§ No, it is not clear how this activity is linked to previous one (learning may be out of order, or not
linked to previous lesson)
§ This is the first time the concept has been introduced, so no linking possible
§ Progression is logical, but learners may not have had sufficient time to assimilate previous
learnings to be able to apply them here.

Table A4: Coding, Use of manipulatives and models
Focus of codings

Codings used

Are manipulatives, models used

§
§
§
§

Yes
No indication
No
Not applicable

Who uses them

§
§
§
§
§

Learners only
Teacher and learners
Teacher only
Unsure
Not applicable

Do manipulatives accurately represent targeted
concept

§
§
§
§

Yes
Accurately represents some aspects, but not all
No
Not applicable

Are manipulative used to represent or model
real-life situations

§
§
§
§

Yes
Yes, but situation is not representative of situations learners encounter in their daily lives
No
Not applicable

What manipulatives are used?

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Diagrams
Poster
Counters
Multi-fix blocks
Tens frame
Shapes
Dot cards
Number name, symbol cards
Fingers, body parts
Illustrations
Strings of beads
Number track, number line
Dots
String
Containers, objects
Hundreds chart
Balance
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Table A5 – Codings of photo speech balloons, roles of teachers and pupils in the learning process
Element

Coding

Role of teachers in the learning process

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

telling, explaining
asking closed-answer questions
asking closed-answer questions with more than one answer
asking open-ended questions
asking questions that require pupils to explain thinking, strategies
explaining activity, what to do
praising
no teacher speech balloons

Role of pupils in the learning process

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

giving answers to closed questions
answering closed questions but with more than one answer
explaining, justifying thinking
explaining strategies used, what they did
answering open-ended question
no pupil speech balloons
giving response not related to mathematics content
no speech balloons possible

Nature of accompanying text

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

focused on teaching as telling
focused on asking closed questions
focus on asking open-ended questions
focused on asking pupils to explain thinking, strategies
focused on repeating activities modeled in photos
focused on explaining activity
focused on teacher pedagogical content knowledge
focused on content knowledge
focused on pedagogical knowledge

Table A6 – Codings of learning groupings used

§ whole teaching activity
§ small group teaching activity
§ small group application activity
§ paired or triad teaching activity
§ paired or triad application activity,
§ individual or independent activity
§ no indication
§ not applicable
Table A7 – Coding of effectiveness of learning activities

§ Yes, Learners should have had ample time to learn concepts
§ Partially, Some elements may be clear; others not; Not sure if learners will have had sufficient time to assimilate new
concepts to be able to apply them here.
§ Probably not. Key concepts are misrepresented or presented in a confusing way
§ No
§ Not applicable
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Table A8 – Coding of nature of guidance provided in weekly overview and content development pages

§ Assessment information
§ Instructional planning information
§ Pedagogical content knowledge
§ Content knowledge
§ Pedagogical knowledge
§ Not applicable
Table A9: Coding of visual and text-based elements of TG
Element

Codings

Clarity of visual elements (photos,
speech balloons

§
§
§
§

Very clear; illustrates pedagogical strategy clearly and accurately
Somewhat clear: could be clear if speech balloons, photos were changed or new text or information added
Not clear; provides inaccurate, unclear, or difficult to decipher visual elements
Not applicable; no visual elements provided

Clarity of text-based components
(accompanying narrative)

§
§
§
§

Very clear
Somewhat clear: could be clearer if text modified or placement of text changed to optimal position
Not clear provides inaccurate, unclear, or difficult to decipher texts
Not applicable; no text-based components provided

Nature of text used in TG

§
§
§
§

Short, clear, concise
Medium length, more difficult to follow & assimilate
Longer, more information; difficult to follow and assimilate
Not applicable. No additional text directed at teacher

Nature of Font, presentation aspects

§ Easy to read - lots of white space on page
§ Less easy to read (crowded on page; limited use of paratextual features to facilitate reading)
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ENDNOTES
1. (page 9) An alternative count of the CAPS patterns topic (considering lessons which may fall under number but include
pre-algebra activities), which would give different weighing. The same goes for Data handling which is covered in term
4. See the table below
Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Term 4

Overall

Numbers, operations and relationships

30%(21%)

20%(29%)

30%(27%)

20%(24%)

100%

Functions and algebra

0%(25%)

46%(25%)

27%(25%)

27%(25%)

100%

Measurement

0%(29%)

55%(18%)

28%(18%)

17%(35%)

100%

Space and shape

33%(50%)

47%(14%)

0%(14%)

20%(21%)

100%

Data Handling

0%(25%)

0%(13%)

0%(38%)

100%(25%)

100%

Overall

26%(25%)

27%(25%)

27%(25%)

20%(25%)

100%

2. (page 12) While potentially more rote, sequenced counting and skip counting is less present (only introduced in
Term 3) than might be expected, the learner activity book provides many activities in Terms 1 and 2 (and beyond) in
which counting (while working on number concept activities) is expected as part of the development of number concept
following a more structured approach (with the support of bead string, ten frames, multifix blocks and so on). Also,
that such activities can be built into the mental maths activities.
3. (page 51) The teacher guide contains several mentions of the importance of the teaching of place value and how the
ten frame should be used to support this development.
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